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Katrina victims arrive on campus
Columbia offers free
tuition, housing to
displaced students
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Mollie Partesoni evacuated her
apartment, where she was antici·
pating the stan of her junior year at
Loyola University New Orleans.
Expecting to return, she took only
two outfits and her laptop, leaving
behind irrep laceable memories,
which were washed away with the
city of New Orleans when the flood
barricades were engulfed by the
aftennath of Hurricane Katrina.
After leaving New Orleans,
Partesotti went to her parents' home
in Bi loxi, Miss., thinking she was
safe. Learning the severity of the
stonn, she and her famil y cvacua!·
ed their home and drove to Florida
to wait for Hurricane Katrina to
pass. A few days later they returned
to find their house flooded with two
fcct of water.
Panesoui turned to Co lumbia
after the president of Loyola
University New Orleans issued a
statement urging students to contin·
ue their education at other institu·
tions for the fall semester and possi·
bly the entire year.
She chose to come to Columbia
because she wanted to have a fresh
sturt somewhere else. Partesotti
used the Association of Colleges to
pinpoint a school with her major,
advenising.
"It took me a year to decide
where I wanted to go to college,
and rve had two days to decide to

come to Columbia," Partesoni said.
Partcsoni is among as many as
15 displaced students whose homes
and colleges were devastated by
Hurricane Katrina, and who are
now enrolled at Columbia, receiving free tuition and room and
board. This number will grow
based on Columbia's housing
capacity, according to Murphey
Monroe, executive director of
admissions at Columbia.
Columbia is currently working
with its partners in the Loop college
community including Roosevelt
University and the School of the
Art InstitUic of Chicago to find
beds for students. Monroe said. A
call also went out to Columbia fac·
uhy, students and sta ff asking if
anyone had an extra bedroom that
could house a student temporarily.
"We are right now searching out
every possible option and consider·
ing all avenues:' Monroe said.
Columbia is also working on a
case·by.-case basis wi th about 50
Chicago·area residents, who were
enrolled in colleges in the Gulf
area. These students wi ll receive a
50 percent discount on tuition and
li ve with family members. All
Columbia students from stricken
areas have been contacted and are
be ing offered the appropriate finan·
cia I and emotional support in order
to help them rerum to Columbia.
"This is our sma ll way of
responding to wha! is <l national cri·
sis:' said Mark Kelly, vice president
of student affairs. "Taking our skills
and talent and bringing them to the
victims of this disaster is just an
obvious and necessary thing for us
to offer."

Victims of Hurricane Katrina sift through trash left behind.
Columbia is opening its doors to students from these areas.

DePaul
student

dies in UC
Death sparks drug
investigation
By JeH Danna
Editor·in-Chief

Eric Oavis!The Chronicie

A new Columbia student from New Orleans, Mollie Partesotti ,
(right) describes the devastation left by Hurricane Katrina while
helping her hometown friend, Katie Krevs (left), unpack.
Seven sta fT members in the Dean Partesolli, her hometown friend
of Students and Admissions offices and roommate in New Orleans is
are working fu ll time with students also continuing her educat ion at
affected by Hurricane Katrina and Columbia. Wanting to make the
will cont inue to do so as long as 1110st of her time in Ch icago,
necessary, Kelly said. Student lead· Panesotti is already setting up an
ers and college officials have been internship. She said this experience
exp lo ring long·tenn efforts to is not as traumatic for her as it
cou ld have been.
respond to the crisis.
These new and "This is Ollr small
"Actually see ing 15·
continuing students way of responding foot tall piles of debris
are all expected
and people ravaging
to what is a
arrive by Sept. 15.
natiOllai crisis. " through them looking for
The number of stu·
something that remotely
dents may change as - Ma rk Kelly, vice looks like something
Columbia cont inues president of student they used to own is when
to counsel them and
it rea ll y hits yo u,"
affairs
ensure they are mak·
Partesotti sa id. "To see
ing the best decision based on the devastation and the pain th is
affordability and compatibil ity with storm has caused is humbling."
Columb ia, Monroe said.
Panesotti said the good news is
"As these students are arriving that her fami ly made it through
on campus, they are so kind and so O.K. and is donating its time and
appreciative of what Columbia is money to provide relief for less for·
doing we hope that the college tunate victims. Her parents bought
community will accept them with a laptop computer with satellite
open arms and quick ly make them Internet capabilities to help register
a part of our family," Monroe said. people with the Federal Emergency
Partesotti began classes on Sept. Management Agency, wh ich will
7 and said the hardest pan has been help victiTJ1s get back on their feet.
having to leave her friends to stan
" It 's just Mother Nature and
over again in Chicago, a city she there's nothing you can do about it,"
had never been to. Luckily for Partesotti said. "My life will go on."

Police
arc
investigating
whether the death of a DcI'au l
University Student Sept. 6 in the
University Cen ter of Chicago is
linked to a possible narcotics·
rela ted death and fOllT narcoticsrelated illnesses on the West Side
last week .
"We're not ex pecting any
result s for the next lour weeks:'
sa id Janice Johnson, executive
director of the University Cen ter.
Jason Zarka, 2 1, a junior busi·
ness student in DePaul"s Co ll ege
of Commerce was found dead in
his bedroom in the Uni versity
Center, 525 S. State St., around 9
p.m. Sept. 6, after his roommate
became concerned aboul la rka 's
whereabouts, sa id Chicago Police
Department spokes man John
Mirabelli .
While the cause of death is st ill
unknown. the roommate told I
police that he and Zark a had pre·
viously traveled to the West Side
to purcha se heroin, and now I
police arc awaiting result s from
medici.1I examiner tests that wi ll
indicate whether the substance
contribut ed to larka's deat h,
Mirabelli sa id.
As University Center offic ials
await th e test results, coll ege
administrators and therapists are
he lping students deal with the
tragedy.
Mirabe lli sa id po lice are look·
ing at poss ib le connections
between larka's death and seve r·
al incidents involving heroin on
the West Side.
On Sept. 7, around 11:30 a.Ill.,
a 35-year·o ld man was found
dead in the 4900 block of West
Madison Street, and police sus·
peel the incident cou ld be linked
to the narcotic.
On Sept. 5, four women from
the area around West Garfield
Park and Aust in , the same place
See Death, Page 7

Solo 1530 bursts with flavor in South Loop
New restaraunt serves
'th I
great f 00d WI c ass
By Tiffany Breyne
Assistant A&E Ed itor

Flavor pops like fireworks with
every juicy, soft bite of the com
flaked fried chicken fingers, thirst
is gratified with the delightfully
flavored cucumber water and IlL"·
ury soothes the eye with black
accents and cushioned com fOil as
faint music plays in the back·
ground. And that's just the appe-

tizer.
All senses are stimulated while
dining at Solo 1530, one of the
neWest additions to the South
Loop's ever·growing list of
restaurants. located at 1530 S.
State St.. Solo 1530 (the Solo
standing for South Loop) is here

to ofTer a chill and comfortab le
dining experience.
"""s like an everyday neighborhood joint," said Peter Verros.
managing owner of So lo 1530.
"We want to keep it simple:'
Simple, yes. Delicious. yes. Yet
the armosphere is one of class and
elegance-not unlike The Max in
Sa"ed by rhe Bell. The counter·
tops at the bar are smooth and
black, and encompass the
sparkling array of glasses and
soon·to-be·filled liquor compart·
ments-as of right now. Solo
1530 is a BYOS restaurant.
The bar acts as a centerpiece.
while booths and tall tables line
the walls, offering privacy to din·
ing customers. Solo 1530, which
opened about three weeks ago. is
quiet, with a decent number of
customers: the restaurant is wait·

ing until the liquor lic ense is
approved before doing major
advertising.
Solo 1530 serves dinner and a
late·night menu everyday, as well
as brunch on Saturday and
Sunday. The restaurant serves up
to 200 people during the weekend
dinner rush , the restaurant's
busiest time. said chef Max
Humbrecht. He said the staff of
four nighttime cooks stays busy
on the weekends.
"Once it's up and running, I
expect more people, about 300
Humbrecht sa id.
probably,"
"ISolo 1530) is designed for a
huge, busy pattern. A lot of the
food is prepped ahead of time."
Solo 1530 opened its doors to
replace the vacant lot left by
South City Tavern. the restaurant
See Solo, Pull-<lut page 9

Erin IIashIThe

Solo 1530 in the South Loop serves flavor in a sleek setting.
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DogGone
By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief

I th e time . the morning of
Sept. 2 was like any other
morning. I picked up the
Brown Li ne at Mo ntrose
Avenue around 7: 15 a. m . and
made the routine , 40-minute
trek from my Ravenswood stu dio to the C hro nicle o ffice .
It was o ne of those ideal
September mornings in
C hic ago. The sunny sky was
deceiving, as the ai r was quite
brisk. It was just chill y eno ugh
for me to comfortably wear a
flannel with my T-shirt and
jeans.
As I walked fro m the State
and Van Buren el stop to the
office, I fantasized about kicking off what I antic ipated to be
a long produc tion day with a
large coffee. It wo uld be the
perfect way to soothe that early
September chill and give me a
much-needed burst of energy
after a night of limited sleep.
After settling into my o ffi ce ,
I headed out to the Rain Dog
Cafe in the FlOe Arts Build ing
on Michigan Avenue. While
wa iting in line, I marveled at
the elegant interior- the lush ,
stained woodwork ; the tin ceiling ; the large. detailed mlTTors
next to the counter on the no rth
wall . E\'en tho ugh I'd made
countless VISits to RaID Dog
since I first came to Columb ia
two years ago , lIS appearance
never ceased to amaze me .
I stepped up to the counter
and confidentl y placed m y
o rder: a large cappuCC ino.
When the young , bl onde-haired
woman behmd the counter
handed me my dnnk , I tipped
her and walked back to the
office.
That Labor Day weekend, I
stayed at my parcn l5' ho use In
north suburban Anlloc h, and
when I returned to wo rk o n
Sept. 6, J once agam felt the
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urge fo r so me coffee from Rain
Dog. I walked over 10 Mi chi ga n
Avenue and up to the familiar
sto refront , but someth ing was
difTerent- something was
wrong.

Rain Dog was gone .
I burst through the Fine Arts
Building doors and pressed my
face to the window that looked
into the space where the coffee
shop used to be. The walls had
been painted white. and they
were adorned with vivid cubist
paintings. Tarps covered the
floor. and I could see the out·
side window was covered with
a sign featuring the name of a
new cafe. It looked as if one
coffee business was replacing
the other.
Later, when some of the
shock wore ofT, I learned a man
named Marc Rubin was wasting
no time in trying to open a
three· story art gallery/co ffee house . What I never found o ut ,
tho ugh, wa.s why RaID Dog len .
I had no luck ConlaCti ng the
former owner, Rick Vokoun .
and there was no IDdl ca tl On of
tro uble j us l four days prio r.
Business seemed steady, the
server was pleasant and there
was nothang pos ted an the Wtn ·
dow that RaID Dog was gOlOg
under.
All I know IS that a one ·of-akind bus lDess IS no more . RaID
Dog was one o f the best coffee
shops an the cit y and certaml y
the best co ffee shop downtown.
The menu wa.s paltry compared
with those of trendy chain
cafes. but the coffec was alwa ys
potent , the pastnes always frc!oh
and the pn ces easy o n the wa llet.
Raan Dog had a C01Y, o ld
Eu ropean atm osphcre thai ~et II
apart from lIS sleek, prefab
counterparts O n liS dark walls
hung blac k-and -whlle ph OIO", of

Thelonious Mo nk , Charlie
Parke r and other famous jazz
mu sic ians. It also had an
impressive stock of used books
fo r sale. Whil e the c hoices we re
limited, it included c lass ic novels by the likes of Jack Kero uac
and F. Scott Fitzgerald, collecti ons o f poems by Dylan
Thomas and E. E. C ummings
and rare music reference boo ks .
You could call it a ro manti c ized cafe, the ki nd you imagine is always bustling with
amateur folk singers, university
professors and drifters . But it
was more than just a place out
of a different time. It was an
oasis from the ever-growing
world of corporate coffee houses
and the yuppies they keep
hopped up on espresso beans.
I could have chosen to buy
my co ffee day in , day out from
the Starbucks al Jac kso n and
Wabash. Or from the Starbucks
at Dearborn and Harrison. O r
from o ne of the fi ve Dunkin '
Do nuts loc ations between
Adams and 13th. east of the
C hi cago River. But I would
have Just been another sheep
beang herded thro ugh the endleS5 rush hour hnes . At Ram
Dog. tho ugh, I was co mfo rt ~
able .
Now, Sept. 2 is a hlsto n ca l
da y for m
the last da y I ever
o rdered co ffee fro m Ram Dog.
And 10 da ys laler, my dlsappOlOtment hn gers. All I can
hope 15 Ihat some o f Rain Dog's
warmth and Independent Splnt
rubs off on the new cafe.
bec ause I can ' t bnng m yself to
make Slarbu cks part o f my
mo rning routine
It 's not aboul bUSiness , II 'S
no l about co ffee- It's perso nal.
j t/anrlO(a coillm {'t/u
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Pull~v
Announcements
Henry Rollins Spoken Word
Actor, writer and musician Henry Rollins is coming to Columbia for one night. Sept. 12, at 7:30 p.m.
al the Film Row Cinema, 8th floor, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. Ro llins will be performing his spoken word lour
for Columbia students, faculty and staff only,
Admission is limited. SO wristbands are being passed
out Monday morning. Bring It valid Columbia ID to
either the Screenwriting Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Suile. 303 or the Fiction Writing department, 624 S.
Michigan Ave., starting al 9 a.m. Sept. 12. at 7:30 p.rn.

Freedom of Campus Press
Plaintiffs in a far·reaching First Amendment case
will meet in a panel at Columbilt to discuss freedom of
the campus press. Sept. 16, Margaret Hosty. former
managing editor of the Go vernors State University
newspaper. the lnnovator, and Jeni Porche , former
editor-in-chief and It Columbia alWll!li, will be discussing their case on the 3rd fl oor of the Columbia
College library, 624 S. Mic higan Ave.
In 2000. the Innovator ceased publication after
adnllnistra tors demanded prio r review of its content,
accordmg to 11 press release sent by the school. This
summer, the 7th Circuit Coun of Appeal s ruled that
college adrn inistnuors have the right to censor student
newspapers. The event is sponsored by the
Independent Press Association 's Campus Journalism
Projecl and the Columbia College Departmenl of
Journalism and is free to the public .

Paper Cutting Workshop
T he Columbia Center for Book and Paper Arts will
be hosting a paper cuning workshop with Beatrice
Coron. tudents will ef'Cllte o riginal illustrallons, a
stencil fo r creating mult iples and Tt'Ccivc Bdvice on
working With paper and tricks o f the tmde. The class
IS open to both begmncrs Ilnd advanced students. The
workshop will be cpt. 17 and 18, from 10 lUll . to 4
p III III the 1104 Center. 11 04 S, Wa.bash Ave" second
fl oor. Adnllsslon IS S 130 for rn (' m~rs a.nd S 144 for
non-rnembns. For mOil' i,l/ormatlOn, ("(III 31!-3446610

Have you donated to Katrina relief?

John Pizzarelli Perfonnance
.. , WiLt· xolnx 10 donule c/iJlltr., If) my
church, hul' ml.fsl!d Ihl! df'adllnf'. Now
"m loolclnll fo, a way 10 dllnal,., "
'.trlo. Wuthtnpoon ~ J"rrl " Senlur,
Gnphlc Dr,llto

' " d'Jffalt'd ('/olht'.\· lht'tJ"1,f1t " drivt'

my

Illwn Itrld. ..
- K.lt \v.ldo, Frt'lhm.n, Flut' Art.

•

~

-
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Renowncd jaIl

guiums tl "o~; n h st

Jl,hn Pl uurdh will

be p<rfo nuing an the cotu;en hall of the Co lumbiil
MUSIC ("(,Iller, 10 14 S . ~'h cl\lg IUl Av(', Aner fi(' Cl"I0cen , sHldents wl\I be nhll" to ullk With the nnist. The
,:oncert is free Illld Ol:k:ll 10 the public, ulth<'ugh prior-II )' sCllling Will he glVl'1\ to (\Iumbin mu~ k st\ldt'nts.
For mm~' UI/C),."wtWII , "O llllu'( Joc' C·n/IUl. ('UII '1''''
1",1/ m tl llugc'l' til (3 1!) 3.N -61 u,
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Campus bookstore not
students' only option
Exploring alternative
ways to save m oney
on expensive books
By Jessica Pearce
Assista nt Campus News Editor

A used third edit ion of the
Abnormal Psychology textbook
can be purchased in th e
Columbia bookstore for $87.75.
But students facing a money
crunch ca n go o nlin e to
.\mazon.com and pick up a copy
in "very good" cond iti on for
on ly S18. Or they ca n surf over
to Half. com and pick up a brand
new copy for S26.95. This fall ,
peop le are s till wonderingw hy the disparity?
In the mids t of what some are
calling a "tuition crisis," where
both private and public colleges
and universiti es are h iking up
tuition and fees, studen ts can
count on spending more at the
bookstore, too. According to a
press release from Lt. Gov. Pat
Quinn , students are paying an
average o f up to S900 a year for
th ei r books. In h is new "College
Textbook
Initiative
2005,"
Quinn is calling o n textbook
publishers to s top deceptiv e
practices.
ClifT Ewert, vice president of
public and campus relations for

Follctt, the company that runs booksto re, all her books were
Co lumbia 's bookstore, says the waiting for her- at the steep
se lection of tex tbooks in the price of $450. Even tho ugh
bookstore is co mpletely up to the Rehm is plann ing to pur~ha se
professors.
books online next semester, she
"Every semester the faculty said she'd recommend fres hmen
members select the books they take the easy route and head to
need for their class and put in their the bookstore.
order," he said . " We work with the
" I filled out an order fonn in
university, faculty. students and the bookstore li sting my classadministration and try to enhance es;' Rehm said . "r didn't know
the service and selection available. what books I'd need or how to
The professors really do care what find out, so that seemed easier
books are used."
for my first semester."
Biology professor Ci ndy
Jennifer Billoc k, a senior jourGerstner, Ph .D. agrees. She na lism major. says her finan c ial
swi tched the tex tbook she uses aid this year went almost entirefor her basic biology cla ss ly to cover tuition. She only has
because the prcabout $2 left to cover
VIO US
one- i n
"/ can 't afford my expenses like books.
addition to being
Billock estimates that
books, and my
twice the price
she needs abou t $200
work is going to
of the cu rrent
worth of textbooks for
suffer because /
one- also had a
thi s semester. Right
can
't
get
them.
"
lo t o f informanow she's planning on
tion the class
borrowing
books
- Jennifer Billock, from friends o r photodidn ' t cover.
senior journalism
" I try to listen
copy in g pages s he
m aj or
to s tudent conneeds, but s he is concerns
about
cerned about
he r
prices," s he sa id .
grades.
Sometimes conve ni ence can
" My probl em is that thi s
wi n
over
price ,
tho ug h. semester I have abso lutel y no
Freshman music business major money, and the library does not
Emily Rehm fill ed ou t a fonn ha ve my cla sses' books o n
li sti ng all her classes when she reserve," Billock said. " I can 't
came to Chicago for orientation . afford my books , and my work is
The next time she went to the going to suffer because I can't

Several Columbia alumni
receive Ernmy nominations
"He's incredibly talented
Campus News Editor
one of those people you always ....._~~l
This year's 57th Annual Emmy thought was going to succeed,"
Awards recognized six Columbia Niedennan said.
Therese Shennan was nominated
alumni by nominating them for the
most prestigious award in televi- for Outstanding Cinematography
for Nonfiction Programing (single
sion.
" I think it 's a wonderful or multi-camera) for "The
acknowledgement that the alums Contender" (The Final Four). She
are getting from their peers, and it's graduated in 1990 and has since
indicative of the education they made a name for herself though
received at Columbia," said reality television.
1.D. Sievertson and Andrew
Doreen Bartoni, dean o f the School
Bolhuis both graduated in 1993 and
of Media Arts at Columbia.
Genndy Tartakovsky graduated are nominated for Outstanding
from Columbia in 1990 and was Picture Editing for Nonficti on
for
Outstanding Programming (single or multinominated
Animated Program (programming camera) for "The Contender" (The
less than one hour) for " Samurai Hangman 's Noose) . Sievertson was
Jack" (Episode XLIX) and an editor on the "Blue Collar
Outstanding Animated Program Comedy Tour." Bolhuis has been
(programming less that one hour) an editor for multiple television
Chris GalievofThe Chronicle
documentaries.
for "Star Wars Clone Wars Vo1.2"
Maura
Corey
gradudirector of alumni relations and
(Chapters 21-25).
ated in 1997 and was stewardship on the West Coast
Las t
year
"Students should
nominated
for
Last year seven Columbia alumTartakovsky took
be inspired by
Picture ni were nominated for 11 Emmy
Outstanding
home the Enunys
these alumni. "
Editing for a Special awards.
in both of these
(single or multi-camera)
"As our alumni create their repucategories.
-Sarah
Schroed
er,
for the 77th Annual tations in the Hollywood industry it
Past
Emmy
director
of
alumni
Academy
Awards . provides a pathway for the new
recipient Jeffrey
relationsand stew- Corey was also an editor alumni going out there to L.A. or
Jur graduated in
for the 75th and 73th working in any aspect of the film
a rdship, West
1976 and was
Academy and television industry," Bartoni
Annual
C oas t
nominated
for
Awards.
said.
Ou t standing
Mark Stegeman, who
Bartoni encourages students to
Cinematography
graduated in 1997, is a make the most of their classes and
for a SingleCamera Series fo r "Carnivale" writer on the comedy series to work on as many productions as
(lincoln Highway). Jur was the "Sc rubs," which was nominated for possible in order to follow the path
of these Emmy nominees.
cinematographer on the well- Outstanding Comedy Series.
For the second year Columbia
"Every time you are on a set
known films My Big Fat Greek
Wedding and Dirty Dancing and threw a pany for the Enuny nomi- there is an opportunity to learn."
Michael Niedennan, chair of the nees at the home of Columbia she said.
"Students should be inspired by
Television Department, worked at truStee Gary Belz. which is the forthe same production company as mer estate of Charlie Chaplin, these alumni ," Schroeder said.
Jur and says he great to work with. according to Sarah Schroeder, "That could be them."
By Hayley Graham

Students flock to the campus bookstore to purchase materials
for Fall semester. College professors are concerned about the
exorbitant cos ts of textbooks needed for their classes .
get them."
service desk.
"We try to make it as easy as
Kim Hale, head of co ll ect ion
management fo r the Co lumbia possib le for fac ult y to make
library, said Billock can talk to requests," Hale said.
The cost of the books doesn't
her professors about reques ting a
copy of the tex tbook from the come o ut of the department
library, but she ca n't do it her- budget ; the library has a spec ial
self.
budget for fa culty reques ts.
"The libra ry doesn't purchase
"We rcalize that textbooks are
a textbook unless the professor expensivc and wc try to encourage
requests it ," Hale sai d. "The faculty to order them ," "Iale said.
library jus t doesn' t have cnough
Students orde rin g textbook s
room to purchase every book."
on line should keep in mind that
On the bright side, Hale said si nce books change editions so
it 's easy for a professor to often, it' s bes t to know the
request the library purchase a book' s Internati ona l Standard
book.
Book Numbcr (ISBN) . This is a
"There are a variety of ways a unique 10-digit number assigned
professor can request a textbook ," to every book printed, and it will
she said. The professor can order ensu re that the book is the right
through a library liason, foll ow ing for the class.
a link on the library 's homepage For more in/ormation on textbook
or complete a request card at the prices in Illinois see page 24.

Allen Turner overdrive
nature of the school is changing,
and so we have changed with it.
But the college has moved further
than il'i reputation has, even though
it's well-received and people like it
By Jeff Danna
and the repu tation is good.
Editor-in-Chief
We are still absolutely tcthered
Over the summer, Allen Turner, to open admi ssions. We're do ing a
the new chainnan of Columbia's better job with peop le who come,
board of trustees, sat down with so our rctention rates arc much
The Chronicle to discuss his plans bettc r. Every year they get better
and
better
for improv ing the college
we
"Th e nature of beca use
and helping it become a
know how to
world- renowned instituthe school is
tion.
changing, and so deal with an
Last week, we ran the we have changed open-admission
population. We
flfSt half of our interview
with it."
are pl edged to
with Turner, in which he
be accessible.
talked about the logistics of
- Allen Turner, What
that
building a student center,
cbairman of
mean s also is
communication between
we have a conColumbia's
students and administraboard of t rustees tinued re lationtors, and hi s plans to
ship and ob liga"make Columbia famous."
tion with the citIn the second half o f the interv iew, the 68-year-old Turner, who izens of Chicago.
Hopefu lly, we can reduce the
is a pa rtner in the prominent
Chicago law firm Pritzker and mandatory workload for full -time
Pritzker, addresses issue s of teachers. The consequence of that
reducing faculty workload, rais- will be to allow them to have
ing money for Columbia and more time to counse l students, et
cetera; more time to utilize for
working in the arts world.
T h e Ch ronicle: II seems li ke their own professional dcvelopColumbia is kind of in the tran- ment, which is very important,
sition of beco min g a well-known because so many of our people
are, in a sense, working artists.
university,
Allen Turner: We're in it, bu t and we have to have lime so peowe're not at the beginning, noted ple can work as artists, which is
by the fact that people seem to get also to the benefit of Colu mbi a.
jobs, that people are coming from Are there plans for any
every state m the union, some of fundr aising for Columbia ?
Yeah, we have 14 new people m
our applications are from far-away
places, and more and more people the development departmcnt
are
coming
and
staying. headed by Sam Ross. and thclr
Residentially, we went from four, goal is, in two or three years, a
five-hundred beds to, 2,000 beds. capital campaign. but, currently,
And that 's just people in our beds, to inc rease annual fundraismg .

Second install ment
of Q-and-A with
top trustee

not people who live around. The

See Turner, Page 8
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Program Guide for University (enter on (honnel32
Reel Stuff
Api'ofile of student film, video, animotion & documentary projects.
This week's featured artist: Athur Weid!et, Telemion major
MWfSu: 10:300 11150: 7:30p

IOO'S

NBC 5 Live

Frequency TV (ontinues Live (Mrage of NBG ~ milam.

sale

~
NBC

Aug 11th through Oct 9th

in-store

.portfolios .paints

.paper pads .canvas
. t ables

.markers

.pencils

.cutters . easels

Undergrad

Ashort drama that follows 1M coIege students who face rift and _ in the
W'mdyGty.
MWfSu: 11 :300 llSo: 8:30p

Out on A Limb
The latest episode of Columbia's own fost-poc!d sbtdl (omedy shaw
featurl'S "Cooking With Pam Hilton: "hor f1xtor. Senior GIllem
Edilion" and "Gnmnil'l Gone Wild" - Oon't miss itL
MW&I: 12:30p 11!So: 9:3Op

College Town, USA
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S . Michigan at 11" St.
Concert

Hall

SEPTEMBER

Garners (HI.)

Event.

HIGHLIGHTS

Thu!Jd!y S.pt'm~( 15
ChICago Jazz Ensemble Saxophone SectlOl1
Master Class
Tuus!n s.p!!mbtr 29
John P'ZLlrelil ,n Concert
John P'ZLlrelil WorIIshop
ThurJ<!ty s.p1tmbtr 22
Chicago Jazz Ensemble Trombone Section
MalIter Class

MUSIC & Theater Faculty Performance
lueJ<!ty Stp1tmbtr 27
Student Concert Sor,o
Ihurtill'( Stpl,mb!, 29
Chrcago Jaa En mblo Trumpot SlictiOn
Malter Cia.. with Jon Food

12 30

PM

12 30

PM

1 30

PM

(Nt)

The u" visits (olifge tampUle1, hang outs and students alound the country.
This wttk's optn halnt: Narth Cortoina S/a1f UnMni1y
MW&I: 8:OOp

pm" •gIIftS"

Yidtt
MWf5I: I:lOp

~,.aonns we ~«td.

AV Squad fN'J

'

. . _ _ . . .s. . __ .. - , ....... _
IIBe: t.IIp &.....

1_

Comedy Night School (NJ

12:30 PM
700 f'M
1 00

PM

12'30 PM

Jell
Pnltm« l1l'i .......... II I
IM'SI:

.. ~

w"

The G/eib Show (HlI

Mild his 1IW . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1its.
IlWF5u: IO:3Op

Half Baked (Nij

"'tl"" coeIdng . . . . . . . ,.mulilllL

AIIIpnd
1IWfSu: 11:GOp

Plonet X(Nl'
s-• Iht bitt looItp It! UIMI.,.m" ... piant'.
MWfSu: 11 :"'P
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STUDENT EMPlOYMENT
FRIVAV, SEP1EMJER 16, 2005
1O:SO AM - 2:S0 PM
for students seeking on-campus,
62S S. WAJASH
part-time emplovment
HOKIN ANNEX / G-ALLERY
Sponsored bV the Office Of Student Emplovment
A Division Of Student Affairs
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STUDENT PARKING
C olumbia College
E-Z Pay Options

• Best Value in the A rea!

$6.00 perda
• Located at 8th and

tate

-OR-

(at College POlk 011 State)

5.00 ajtfr 2pm
• 1ndoor Parking

-OR -

$165/ mont/;

ilt
impark

200 JOlllh , \ I ir/J~~"" .- Ivt'lllle
SlIile 12 !5

Credit Cards A ccepted!

Cbi('''.~o, 1/ . 60604

312.663. 1490
IJI1I')JI, !IIjJf/ rA~. (0111

i
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Jammin' in the park

7

BARNES&NOBLE
DEPAUL CENTER
East Jackson Blvd. (corn er of Jackson and State)

SEPTEMBER AUTHOR EVENTS
Monday, September 12
12:30 PM

Harlan Cohen
The Naked Roommate: And 107
Issues You Might Run Into in College

Thursday, September 15
12:30 PM

Chris Mooney
The Republican War on Science

Friday, September 16
Mark Anderson
"Shakespeare" by Ano ther Name

Monday, September 19
10:0U AM - 2: 00 I'M

The Apprentice's Tana Goertz will
re"d her new children's hook,
I'm Bigger Than This! Jt our
chi lrlren's story hour ot 10:00 AM.
Tano will 0150 sign her honks (or
the general puhlic at nnon.

Tuesday, September 20
12:30 P.'"
Df'I-'clul Professor

Or. Norman Finkelstein
Beyond Chutzpah

Monday, September 26
Courtesy Susie Kirkwood

Columbia kicked off the school year with the Jam of the Year concert
at the Summer Dance Stage in Grant Park Sept. 8. The concert
included perform ances by two local bands and was sponsored by the
student programming board and C-Spaces. Shawnte Walthaw, (Top),
a freshman illustration major, works in her sketchbook while waiting
for the entertainment to begin. Vocalist Mari Calip and guitarist Mike
Greene (Center) of Marizen , warm up the crowd for headliner The
Plain White T's (Bottom).

Death:
Police investigate
possible heroin
connection
the same place the incident on Sept. 7
occurred. were taken to area hosp itals

after becoming sick. possibly from using
hero in. Mirabelli said.

Police arc currently trying to determine
if someone is selling tainted or uncut hero·

in. an especially dangerous form of the

substance.
AI the Univers ity Center. students and
adm inistrators from DePau l, Colu mbia and
Roosevelt University, the three schools

that share the dorms, arc trying to make
sense of the situation.

On Sept. 7, admin istralOrs and therapists
from the three schools invited University
Center res idenLIi to a meeting in the bui ld·
ing to explain what was known about the
incident and offer counseling.
"Rumors ny in situations like this." said
Ashley Knight. ass istant dean or student
health and suppor! at Co lumb ia. who

attended the meeting. " Mostl y Ithe admin·
istrators ) wa nted to clarify what was true
and what wasn't."
Knight said a couple hundred students
attended the meeting, and afterward. the
students broke up into smaller groups for
counseling.
Although adm inistrators have tried to
explain what they know about Zakra's
death. some Uni versity Center res idents
arc still co nfused about the situation.
Scan Lee. a freshman film major at
Columbia li ving in the building, sa id he
thought the death was a just another rumor
until he woke up the next morning to find
a note from Johnson under his doo r
expla ining what happened.
"It's messed up that someone died in the
dorm ," Lee sa id. "I thought it was alcohol
poIsoning.
Tiffany Anderson, a fres hman art and
des ign major at Co lumbia who li ves in the
Univers it y Center, sa id she had heard that
heroin possibly played a part in Zak ra '~
death , but she wasn't aware of the police
in vesti gJ tion. She said she wi~hes
University Ce nter official s wou ld reveal
more information about the incident. I
think they shou ld ha ve a memoria l type
thin g instead of a meeting," she sa id.

12:30

I'M

Chicago native Jnci Six Fee( Under
writer Jill Soloway

Tiny Ladies in Shiny Pants:
Based un a True Story

Tuesday, September 27
12:30 PM
John Mullin
The Rise and Self-Destruction of the
Createst Football Team in
History: the Chicago Bears
and Super Bowl XX

Wednesday, September 28
12 :30 PM
Michael Rann and
Elizabeth Rann Arnott
Shortcut to A Miracle

Thursday, September 29
12 :3 0 PM
Linda Ben-Zvi
Susan Clasp" II: Her Life .md Times

Fo r more information, p leasE' ca ll 3 '12-362-1\792
or c li ck on " what's new" il t depaul.bkstore. com
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We ' re investigating the amount
it might be now. I don ' t know,
but it won't be $25 million.
You've had experience in
fund raising
through
the
Museum of Contemporary Art
and other places. Is there anyAnd there are thin gs you rai se thing that you 've helped with
those situation! that
money for. You can raise it for In
projects or eve nts. That's Columbia might be able to
through trustees, individual peo- learn from ?
Well, the fi rst thing I learned is
ple. corporat ions and a lums. We
have not done as good a job as we needed to have professionals
we could getti ng alums to give . on the staff who have done capital
We haven ' , been as kin g for campaigns, and we have that. The
money. and people support their second thing I learned is the board
colleges. I think we ought to has to have commitments, because
have a senior class gifl.lt could that's essential. The third. I' ve
be an object. you know. just to learned the value of making us
ge l people started . What we famous in the right way, so peolearn is those who give to the ple gi ve as an institutional matco ll ege in the first three years ter. People have to understand
atierward 3rc the most likely to that this college is part of the
cultura l fabric of the city. So
continue supporting.
you're
giving
to
Then we have money fo r capi- when
tal. In some sense capital funds Co lumbia, you' re givi ng to the
aTC the easiest to raise . And then city.
All the performances,
there 's the capital campaign. It's
highly organized. Sam Ross ha s the things- who does
done it before at St. Bonaventure more? We 've got a
University. Kim Clement, who is wide va riety of
No. 2. was head of raising capi - ex hibits. painting
tal
fu nd s
at
the
Adle r shows, you know,
Planetarium. We have a database they direct 20
guide . We have a major gift per- [,oj 30 shows a
son. lI's what you have. and now ye ar- Sheldon
what you ' ve done is become Patink in does in
Theater
profe ssional. which is an his
upgrade from where we were a department. We
a re the
few years ago .
How close would ) 'OU say we
are to actua ll)' starti ng a ca pital campaig n?
J think that will start in 2007.
That 's my current goal. And that
learned that's a
Will be announced in the next
year. We 'll have raised a huge good story to
amount of money by that lime. money.

Turner:

Chair covers
money to music

How much do you think we
need to raise?
I' m not doing it unJess we can
raise a minimum of $50 million .
But we will. I mean , everyone
believes we will be able to do that.
One of th e big things going o n
last year to raise money was the
Conversati ons in the Arts series.
Let 's talk about raisi ng money.
You cou ld send somebody a letter; maybe they'll give SIOO. We
do that. You can make a ph one
ca ll to someone yo u know, and
he' ll give it to you, because you
asked for it. O r to someone you
don't know, and they give you
S 100. Bu' 'he
is
you
really culti vate people
so they continuall y g ive
you money, and
they give it
because
they
believe in
, h e

cause? To be able to attract peo- going to be at the forefront
ple who give substantial funds, because of the students who
you have to spend time and come out and what they learn.
effort and familiarize them with Well, enouch about Columbia.
the institution. So I come to you You sold you play Ibe plano.
and say, 'You know, you're real- How long have you been playly ri ch, I know that, and I ' d like Ing?
I've always fooled around
you to come look at thi s. ' And
you say, 'Eh, it's nice.' You w ith the piano. I don 't read
show up, we have a conversa- music. but I can play. I taught
mysel f when I was
tion, so you give me
35 . I never had any
S I,OOO.
uYeah, we're
Co nve rsation in going to be at the lessons. My mother
the Arts is one of forefront because was a piano player.
I refused to take
many cu lti vatio n
of the students
lessons because 1
devices we have
who come out and was mad at my
whic h famil iar izes
what they learn . .. mother I' m a guitar
people with the
player, '00. I feel
institution by mak- Allen Thrner,
like
the
whole
ing them interested
new chairman of world 's a guita r
in attending to meet
peo pl e who are Columbia's board player. I can play
any string instruinte r esting .
of trustees
m e nt - g u ita r ,
Co nve rsatio ns
in
the Arts is an investment in our banjo, mandoli n- but not so
future . But we know from expe- good . I' m basically a songwriter.
rience we' re already se eing Who are some of your influences?
some results here.
Well , I play popular music.
lin last week 's segme nt of th e
in te r view I you talked abo ut Since I can't read, J don 't play
mak in g us famous for the right classical music . I play a lot of
reaso n. \Vhat exac tl y is the older tunes from the '40s, '50s,
'60s. I can play contemporary
ri ght reaso n to be famous?
In Chi cago, the iss ue o f civic music, but I'm not interested. I'm
institution. open admission, has a cabaret si nger; I write cabaret
go t a very special re so nance songs. II 's also a style I'm comwith the city. Harva rd is famous fortable wi th, si nce I don't sing so
for sc holarship . But In the end , great. Because cabaret singers
Harva rd people do stuff. We don't sing that great.
have our sc holarship as well . How long does it take yo u to
This new compute r gaming write a so ng?
thing- everyone will get a job.
I'm a fast writer. I' ll scribble
So we arc training peo ple to par- tt-ings down. maybe have a few
tiCIpate In the arts and po pular verses . Then I'll assemble it.
culture , and they will have an Then I put it away and maybe
mfluence in all o f this . Our come back to it. J used to write the
motto IS 'Create change.' and it's music first. which is a mistake.
on all the stationary. Yeah. we're I'm more interested in the words.

Share your space, but live on your own.

G"tv.,Vlhlng 'or vou, dorm ,uu", "' W.'Ii1,rl,com lind 11II.IIQrd lultton,

-.-
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Students prefer private colleges
By Carol Biliczky
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)
Consider Amanda Somers.
Eighteen a nd from Tiffin, Ohio,
she looked at Xavier Univers ity,
Ohio Dominican and Ohio State
when she was casting about for a
COllege.
She didn't find the right fit until
s he li ste ned to a friend and
checked out Walsh University in
North Canton, Ohio.
With just days of college life
under her belt, she says she feels
safe the re, that everyone is friendly, that the campus is not intimidating- words that many private
college officials in Ohio say they
hear over a nd over.
In fact , whil e enrollments at
many pub lic colleges seem to be
stalled this fall, many private co lleges report an avalanche in applications and enroll ments.
Officials say students and their
parents alike want the smaller,
homey campuses, the personal
touch, the sense that someone's
looking out for them.
"We've had 19 strai ght years of
growth," said Larry Christman,
president of the Ohio Association
of Independ ent Colleges and
Universities. 'This could be the

20th."
Just a week into fall classes, all
colleges and universities- public
and private- are trying to get a
handle of their student head
counts.
Spo kesmen at tax-supported
institutions hedge their bets, say-

ing enrollment may be down a lit·
tI e. It's too early to tell, they
add- a flurry of last-minute
en rollments can dramaticall y
change the picture. But officials at
many private colleges have no
such reservations.
At Walsh, for instance, a record
freshman class of 450 brings the
school's enrollment to more than

1,400 undergraduates- anothe r
record.
"We' re very aggressive about

getting kids to come here," said
President Richard Jusseaume . " If
they're the kind of people we
want, we try to figure out how to
get them here,"
At Malone College in Canton,
spokeswoman Suzanne Thomas
decli ned to give a number until
classes get furt her along, but confident ly predicts a record enrollment surpassing last fall's 2,239.
"Everything's
pointing
to
another record enrollment," she
said .
At Ohio Wesleyan University in
Delaware, O hio, a record 3,000
students applied and almost 600
first-ti me freshmen were admitted
this fall.
For the first lime in at least a
decade, the university turned
away admitted students- about
three dozen of them- who submitted their enrotlment deposits
after the May I deadline , said
Margaret Drugovitch, vice president of admission and fina ncial
aid.
"In the past we were able to be
lenient," she sai d . " But not this

year."
At the University of Dayton , a
record 8,600-plus applicants
applied and 1.981 were admitted .
In fact, UD was so confident of
a banner class it didn 't try to
counter offers that applicants got
from competing uni versities.
And while UD adm itted more
applicants than it needed to fill ils
freshman class- all schools do
this- it expected 1,750 to 1,800
students to accept its offer. 'But in
reality, about 200 additional students decided to come to UD, the
largest pri vate college in Ohio.
UD also put 300 students on a
waiting list, said Robert Johnson,
vice president fo r enrollment.
Perhaps more su rprising, the
students who go to private colleges aren't always those best able
to pay. Only one in five in Ohio
fami lies come from making
S80,OOO or more a year, acco rding
to the Ohio Association of
Independent
Colleges
and
Universities.
Private college officials admit
their costs ca n be high- some
approach S35,000 a year- but student aid and scholarships dramatically lower that figu re and make
their campuses more accessible.
At UD, for instance, aid, grants,
loans and scholarships lower the
typical student bill from S30,OOO a
yea r to S20,OOO or less.
That approaches the S 16,000
annual cost of a public educat ion
at Kent State and the University of
Akron, although students there
can see k finan cial aid and scholar-

Spa pleasure in the hea rt of urban life

I STUOENT SPECIAL I

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by 5p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishing date.

Jusseaume credits rising enrollment to its long-tenn growth plan
and to popula r programs in nursing and physical therapy. Students
like these majors because the y
know they can gct jobs when they
graduate.
Somers , the Wal sh student, is
focusing on accounting for now.
But if she wants some advice
about career c hoices, she ' ll have
lots of pe('ple to tum to. Ten other
members o f her graduating class
in rural Tiffin in Northwest Ohio
chose Wal sh- a high number considering that her entire graduating
class consisted of 56 students.

Earn while you Learn. EMG is
looking for full/part time individuals to
join our sales team. Avg. 5350 per sale
selling electronic payment products to
businesses. Part-time will sell 4 deals

per monll1 and full-lime 10 deals per
month. Visit www.emgjobs.com or call

Darrayl (847) 827-2800
Wanted: 23 more people to lose up
to 301bs. 30 day $-back guarantee. Dr.
Recommended. Call Elizabell1 800817-1430
BE PART OF PROJECT DELTA
CHICAGO COLLEGES
visit

Earn while you Learn. EMG is
looking for fu lVpart time individuals to

ioin our sales team. Avg. $350 per sale
semng electronic payment products to
businesses. Part-ti me will sell 4 deals

per monlh and full-time 10 deals per

j----------------_.... _.. _.-_._------------_._---_...-----------------:

Student Coupon

Akbcu,h cann"'g

!

i

:
with coupon and stlidcnt id . :
l.. ______ _____ ________ _____ ____________ ______ ___ ____ ___ __ __ _________ .. ,'

312-583-9100

ships to lower their costs, too.
Private colleges also have started to look more affordable when
compared with public schools. As
the slate has cut fundin g to public
schools in recent years, they've
shi fted costs to students. The cost
of a four-yea r public education in
Ohio has almost doubled over the
last decade.
"People will find a way to pay
for things that they place a value
all," said UD's Johnson. "You
have to put it in context. Many of
us have gone alit and s pent
S20,000 on a car."
At Walsh University, Presi dent

Classified Advertising

[~~~~f~~~~~~~~~~]
[~~~~f~~~~'~~~~~~~]

i $1 0-00 off

L.________________________

www.projectdeltanow.com for info

Manicure
Pedicure
Waxing
Threading
Facial
Air Brush Tanning

!

Seth , a contrlbuttng artist to the 'Cartoonists' Eye
Exhibit,' observes artwork on dIsplay at the opening
reception on Sept. 8 at the A+ O Gallery.

705 S, Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60605

O FFER MAY EXPIRE AT ANYTIME.

Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with
a$5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in
lull prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order_
Three Ways to Place aClassified Ad
1Online

Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2 Oy Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name, city, state, zip code and phone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert, 600 S. Michigan
Ave_, Chicago, IL 60605.

3 Oy Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name, city, state, zip code and phone number
with full payment to 3121344-0032_

month . Visit www.emgjobs.com or call

Darrayl (847) 827-2800
Help Families achieve their
dreams and earn money for school at

Ihe same time. You can eam 55000 by
becoming an anonymous egg donor. If

you are between Ihe ages of 20-30.
responsible , and have a clean health
history and want to help infertile cou-

ples and earn $5000 please email us
at info@buildingfamilieseggdonation
for an application. Please log onto our
web site for more information at
www.buildingfamilieseggdonation.com
LA based film-maker seeks to
interview subjects for multi-city docu-

menlary. Need 10 have (within 2 years)
put an end to a romantic relatio~sh i p .

(YOU broke il off) Films in Chicago
Ocl.
8
15
E-mail:
whydoc_chi@yahoo.com
Valet Parking Attendant- Great
Pay and FleXIble Hours . Work in Fun
atmospheres, nightclubs, restaurants,
and hotels. Full and Part time hours.

847-670-0871
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Join the
Columbia College Chicago
drive for victims of
Hurricane Katrina
Donate new school supplies,
toiletries, and books appropriate
for students in middle school
and college.
Look for collection boxes
this week in the lobbies of all
Columbia buildings. Items will
be packed in book bags and
distributed to those in need.
Sponsored by
The Early Childhood Education Program,
The Interactive Arts and Media Department,
The Office of the Provost, and
The Columbia Chronicle.
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Job openings are currently available.
www.colum.edu/student-life/employment
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U-Pass pick-up ~
NEW STUDENTS

G!J
take it.,

Distribution Dates and Times

During on-campus distribut ion new stu-

dents should go directly to 623s.Wabash
Ave., rm,3 I I to aquire a new U-PASS.
Br ing your student ID and schedule to
verify your full-time student status. You
will have your photo taken and receive
your U-PASS on-site .

CONTINUING STUDENTS
Those who registered early and had UPass the prior semester, should have thei r
pre-printed U-Pass avai lable for pick-up
during distribution. Check for you preprinted U-Pass in the rear of the Hokin
Annex on the first flo or of the 623 s.
Wabash Avenue building.

W\WJ.transitchicago. corn
1-888· YOUR-CTI\

9/12 lOam to 6 pm
9/1 3 lOam to 6pm

DO NOT USE YOUR U - PASS PRIOR TO
THE ACTIVATION DATE. IT WILL BE
CAPTURED AND YOUR REPLACEMEN1'
FEE WILL BE $35.

Direct U-Pass inquries to:
The Stude nt Activites O ffice 623 S Wabas h Ave., Sui te 313 Chicago IL
Phone: 3 12.344.7459
Fax: 3 12.344.8406
Email: dwittberge r@colum.edu
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Columbia signs up
new food service
First vendor in 20 years
for Underground Cafe
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor

this year. The contract was not
o nl y for food service fo r the
school : it also covered all of the
vending machines around campus.
Plum Ca fe is working with its
longtime partner the Mark Vend
Company.
Additionally, the school is negotiating a contract with Coca-Cola
to OUl filth e college w ith beverages
and their requi site vending

College
sophomore
addresses
U.N.
Bosnia native discusses

genocide, turmoil
The Underb'TOund Cafe is under
new management. Plum Cafe and
SugarPlulll Catering will be taking
By Swathy Prithivi
over food service for the space,
The Techn ique (KRT)
located in the basement of the
Sejdefa Dozic is a sophomore
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 machines. According to Barry
director
of majoring in biomedical engineering
s. Michigan Ave. After serving Benson,
Columbia students for more than corporate/sponsorship and under- at Georgia Institute of Technology.
20 yea rs, Vending Consultant s writing with Columbia, Coke has
Unlike your average student, she
owners Larry and Nancy Berni er agreed to a fi ve-year, $150,000 is a survivor of a hostile takeover of
decided to retire rather than vie for contract. The company wi ll spon- her hometown, Srebrenica, by the
sor
Co lumbia Bosnian Serb Army. Srebrenica was
the
contract
"We found that student events, such as a United Nations designated "safe
that Colu mbia
Manifest and new area" in fonner Yugoslavia.
opened for bid- satisfaction in the qualistudent convocaThe massacre of 8,000 Muslim
ding
last
ty of the food at the
semester.
Underground Cafe was tion, and take boys and men is considered to be
over vending for the worst genocide in Europe: since
Plum Cafe
very low."
World War II.
the school.
owner Ric hard
Over the summer, she addressed
Mott says he 's
Mott
started
-Alicia
Berg,
Vice
Plum Ca fe when a group at the United Nations in
ready to begin
President of Campus
working with
he was a business New York on the 10th anniversary
Environment
Columbia.
student at the of the Bosnian Genocide.
" We
were
" I was very honored that I was
University
of
excited to get the bid," Mott said. Chicago. In the 22 years si nce his c hosen to represent my people that
"We think that Plum Cafe and first cafe opened, Mott's bus iness day. My speech was very challengColumbia are a natural fit."
has expanded. He now has nine ing to deliver but I was happy that it
Vice President of Campus locations around Chicago, includ- was well-received," Dozic said.
Environment Alicia Berg said the ing the School of the An Institute,
Her boss. Marilyn Somers,
cafe will be a nice change for stu- The
Ill inois
In stitute
of Director of the Georgia Tech Living
dents.
Technology and the John Marshall History Program tells, the Nique,
"Every year, after the students Law School.
the college's newspaper. of her
leave for the summer, the office of
Aside from a few renovations, experience hearing Dozic address
Institutional Research does a SUI- the space looks much the same. the United Nations.
vey," she said. " We found that stu- Mott said the cafe is awaiting
Somers was introduced to Dozic
dent satisfaction in the qual ity o f licensing from the health depart- through ArtReach Foundation, a
the food at the Underground Cafe ment.
nonprofit organi7..ation that had a
was very low."
"We can open with in 24 hours of pilot program in Bosnia work ing
Columbia decided to open the getting the license," he said.
wi th children in war-ravaged a reas
contract to outside bidding earlier
to help them deal with their (mumas

,p
Recently, Sejedfa Dozic, a sophomore biomedical engineering
major at Georgia Institute of Technology, spoke at the United
Nations in New York on the 10th Anniversary of the Bosnian
genocide.
cide, and no matter how you put it,
it's not very easy," Somers said.
" Sejdefa had a well-prepared
speech, but she was very anxious
about it."
The audience included many
Bosnian-Americans who had immigrated to America and were not
necessarily a pan of the genocide
but were somehow affected by it.
"In the midst of all the turmoil
there
was
the
wonderful
Ambassador from Bosnia to the
United Nations, Mirza Kusljugic.
He really put her mind at ease and
relaxed her," Somer.; said
They went through more secwity
and were finally ushered into a
large auditorium and seated in the
front row as guests of honor.
"There wasn't a whole lot of fuss
and feather.;," Somers said.
Dozic was introduced as the
keynote speaker.... with no fanfare.
Her speech, which was 2:l'minutes
long, was broadcast on CNN .
She told the horror of being 7
years old and having bombs come
overhead, as well as the horror of
her family desper-udy trying to TOte<t-theirchildml for threi year.;.

through the use of the expressive
arts.
An excellent linguist, Somers
came to the program as a translator
and caught the anention of Susan
Anderson, the founder a nd executive director of the foundation who
worked along with Somers in making Dozic's study at Tech a reality.
Somers said o f the U.N . experience, "It was very difficult. First of
all we were told to arrive at a specific time and date so that we would
go in as a group. I was one of only
four people that came from Atlanta
The plan was that there were going
to be passes at the gate for us.
"Entering the United Nations is
like entering a whole different
country," she continued. It was 95
degrees in the shade, they didn't
have the passes for us and then we
had to go through all the security
stuff. So by the time we actually
entered the U.N ., we were all wiped
out."
The first thing they were asked to
do was to look at the exhibits on
display, which had very graphic
photography and artistic interpretalion .
"This is commemorating geno-
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
found myself drawn to their
scene, and spent the majority of my time the CCS campus , utterl y bored with my
own schoo l.
OUf social scene had
migrated a few miles south,
but still seemed eerily
familiar. As we sat in the
semi-dilapidated house that
my friends were renting . the
discussion stayed on art.
This time, however, there
was no Play-Dough to keep
me occupied. I found myself
bombarded by eveningspanning conversations about fonts and
typography, and with the aid of beer,
they soon became interesting. I had yet
to take an active role in designing,
well, anything, but I nevertheless felt
like my knowledge was growing.
A few years and a few schools later,
I found myself at Co lumbia. I was at an
art school, finally, even if I belonged to
its most academic departmentJournalism.
Lo and behold, I stumbled across a
design class required for my major, in
the form of Desktop Publishing. I
loved the coursework, whic h focused
on magazine page design. If I could
have foreseen my relationship with
Quark Xpress, I probably wouldn't
have been so happy, but I was naive at
the time.
Soon after, I began my bid at The
Chronicle, where my design ambitions
led to a slew of gaudy, desperately

Know your role
Are people ever sati sfied with their
own abilities? Rappers want to be
actors. Basketball players want to be
rappers. Actors want to be governers.
I'm sad to say that I embody the
Co lumbia equivalent of this sick pattern- I'm a writer who wants to be a
graphic designer. The obsession started
in high school, when I took art classes
based on my friendship with the
teacher, despite my clear lack of talent.
The hours I spent slacking in that room
inevitably led me to a very art-oriented
pack of friends. While they fattened
their impressive portfolios, J would sit
and play with clay- it was more like
daycare than high school. I even had a
designated nap time.
A year or two later, I found myself at
a traditional state university, while my
best friends all moved to downtown
Detroit to attend the Center for
Creative Studies (CCS). Once more, I

alte rnativ e pages in our early
issues.
My work here has since spawned a
more profess ional se nse of des ign
appreciation. What was once vague
admiration has bee n focused, through a
week-Io-week reliance on our staff of
designers. Their contributions make
this paper not only readable, but downright aHractive- a fact driven home
every time I attempt a style change of
my own.
Cons idering my yearning for an
ounce of artistic tatent, reporting on
this week's feature, a design-oriented
boutique named Hejfina, was a slap in
the face. The space was filled with
incredibly s imple yet beautiful
pieces- design at its best. Straight
lines and a minimalist aesthetic are
dominant; these are the type of pieces
that confound people like me when
we're unable to replicate their beauty,
even when blatantly stealing ideas.
I felt like that guy in the orchestra
who plays the triangle. Surely, the surrounding products were the result of a
superior talent, while I was left with
my conso lation prize of a skill, confined to reporting about those I
admired.
I've considered creating a z ine, or
some outlet in which I can let my
design ambitions run wild witho ut
hurting anybody. In all likeliness
though, the end res ult would very
much rese mble Shaq 's career in hiphop (or Shaq's career in film). I suppose I'll stick to words.

MONDAY
An Evening With Henry RollinS
Film Row Cinema
1104 S Wabash 8th Floor
7 30p m
Open to Columbia students. staff
and faculty only

TUESDAY
Fiction Writers at Lunch With
Sam Weller
600 S MlctllgcHl Ave
11 Ul floor lounge
12 p m to 2 p m

WEDNESDAY
Brian Jonestown Massacre With
The High Dials, Richard SWift. and
Sons of National Freedom
The Metro. 3730 N. Clark St
8 pm,
S13 In advance, S15 day of show

THURSDAY
William E. Burlson reads from his
new book, Bi America
Quimby's . 1854 W North Ave
7p.m.

FRIDAY
"We had been seeing each
oth er, as a couple , for
months, and she kept telling
me she was going to end
thing s with him ," Adam
said. "But she didn't- I'm
going to kill him."
What is wrong with that
statement? And why, when
people get themselves into
situations like this , do they
always blame the wrong
person?
This isn't the other guy's
fault- this is HER fault. Not
only is she cheating on her
boyfriend, but she's dragging Adam along like a lost
puppy, giving him just enough hope to
stick around.
In the animal kingdom, the alphamale beats and sometimes kills the
other males for a chance to mate with
the female. Apparently hum ans aren't
too far off.
Not even logic can sway a man (or
woman for that matter) on the prowl
for his chosen mate. He won't let anything get in the way.
Even jf this girl dumped her
boyfriend, wou ld Adam really want to
waste his time with someo ne who not
only cheated on her long-time
boyfriend for months, but also treated
him like a second-rate sugar daddy?
"This isn 't about him ' loving' her.
This is about a girl he thinks is cool,

Three's a crowd
So the story goes: a young girl , tom
between two lovers. On one hand, the
man she's loved for more than four
years who has been there through thick
and thin. Despite the good times ,
things began to crumble. He became
di stant, and she felt unappreciated.
Along comes Number Two. He sees
her situation and yearns for the chance
to turn things around- to show her
how amazing she is, to make her love
him more.
No, thi s isn't an episode of "General
Hospital." It's a situation my good
friend Adam is in. And let me tell you,
it 's not pretty.
.
After the idealistic "I'm going to win
her over through gifts and charm" idea
fell thro ugh , Adam dec ided it was
boyfriend beating time .

~

Love us or hate us ...

We'd love to hear from you. How to contact The Word:

that's good in bed," my friend
Samantha told me. "This is about sex ,
not love."
I have to agrt::e. Between the steamy
sessions behind the other man 's back
and the sense of competition between
the two males , it is no wonder Adam 's
so head-over-heels for this run-of-themill go ld·digger.
This need to "win over" another person carries into the female realm as
well. When my good friend Kristen
decided to start seeing a sleazy local
DJ, everyone warned her to steer clear.
She wou ldn 't listen. Months later, she
discovered he had been sleeping with
another girl throughout their courtship,
and he eventually decided to start dating the "other gi rl" monogamously. Or
so he said.
Despite his shady behavior and blatant lying, Kristen decided she st ill
needed to "win" him back from the
other girl. I asked her: Why do you
bother with him?
I can understand a sense of inadequacy after being left for another.
We've all been there, and it sucks. But
what's the point of hating the person
who's in the same boat as you when
you have someone to hate justifiably?
I suppose until we, as a species,
change, the emot ional tug-of-war will
remain . Let's just try keeping the
threats empty and the trash-talking
safe ly confined to the Internet.

(j)

Todd Burbo - tburbo@ChroniclemaiLcom - (312) 344-8969
Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chroniclemaiLcom - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chroniclemaiLcom - (312) 344-8971

Ratings Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
use this handy
chart ta find out.

Sarah Jessica Parker unveils her
new perfume, Lovely Jessica Parker
Marshall Fi elds, 111 N. State St
Noon. For more information
call 1·800·MFIELDS

Everything

Illuminated and
Lord of War
open In theaters

IS

SufJan Stevens plays @ the Metro
wi Laura Velrs. 516.18+. Doors
open 8p.m .. show starts 9p.m
9th Anniversary of
the Hideout Block Party
The Hideout. 1354 W WabanSla
6pm to 10pm

SATURDAY
'Behlnd Blythe opening reception
Rotofugl 1953 W Cllicago Ave
6prn - 10p.m

SUNDAY
My Chemical Romance With
Alkaline TriO
UIC PavIllion. 1150 W Hamson St
8 pm
S22

WOOOO
WWOOO
WWWOO
WWWWO
WWWWW

Complete Crap
Download it
Pretty Entertaining
Very Good
Word Up.
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Rolling Stones
releose new olhum!
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HAVE YOU EVER
CRIED WOLF?

Keith Richards not only still alive, but still recording
By Michelle C. Finkler/Copy Editor

After 43 years of musical mayhem, few
would think that the Rolling Stones have
any time left on their side. But with their
world tOUf undclVIay since August, their
popularity is manifested in box-office
receipts as fans still flock to hear the classic
rock 'n' roll beats that flooded the airwaves
decades ago. Their energetic concert performances have proven that these ove r-thehill rockers sti ll have enough vigor to captivate audiences , but now their creative
prowess is put to the test with the release of
their new album, A Bigger Bang.
The Rolling Stones have been making
music since 1962. The band has evolved
over the past four decades in its members,
as well as style. From Seatles-style haircuts
and suits to shaggy-haired rockers and spandex. After years of rearranged line ups and
a hiatus or two, Mick Jagger, Keith
Richards, Charl ie Watts and Ronnie Wood
remain. Jagger and Richards began developing the new album, which was released Aug.
6 by Virgin Records, a year ago.
A Bigger Bang comes after band members
endured myriad personal hardships, including Jagger's divorce from model Jerry Hall ,
Watts' throat cancer diagnosis and Wood 's
ex-wife's suicide. Despite this, the band has
managed to put together an album worthy of
the Rolling Stones ' reputation. Bang is their
longest new album since the sta lwart Exile
on Main Street, which was released in 1972.
Since then, the Stones have made notable
albums li ke Goats Head Soup, 1973 ; Some
Girls, 1978; and Tattoo You, 198 1. Their last
studio album, Bridges to Baby/on, in 1997,
was disappointing despite respectable sales.
In comparison with the band 's musical dry
spell that stretched from the mid- 1980s to

the late '90s, A Bigger Bang is definitely a
splash of rekindled mastery.
Although the new record will not go
down in music history, or even the Stones
history, it is certainly wort h a listen. This
l6-track collection is slight ly rem iniscent of
the band 's blues-rock roots that hel ped dub
the m the greatest rock and roll band ever.
However, A Bigger Ballg doesn't come
close to ri valing the Stones' early classic
albums li ke Aftermath, whic h roc ked the
airwaves in 1966 with songs like " Paint It,
Black" and "Unde r My Th umb."
Yet A Bigger Bang does offer a few toetapping tracks with its opening son g
" Rough Justice" that resembl es the fasttempo sound of "Street Fighting Man" and
"Sympathy for the Devil " o ff 1968 's
Beggar Banquet. Other catchy tracks with
hard-hitting beats include "It Won 't Take
Long," "Oh No, Not You Again" and
"Sweet Neo Can." "Bac k of My Hand" is
pure blues while the song "Streets of Love"
is heartfelt and mature like "Angie" off
Goals Head Soup. Songs th at suppl y funky
beats in clude " Rain Fall Do wn" and
" 'n famy," whic h is the last song on the
album and one of two sung by Ric hards.
Although A Bigger Ballg may not compare w ith ep ic albums of the past, it is certainly evidence that T he Rolling Stones
should not be written ofT as a band of yesterday.

s

"A Bigger Bang"
By The Rolling Stones

Write about the best lie you've ever told
and bring it to the Columbia Chronicle
office at 33 E. Congress, Suite 224,
to pick up a complimentary pass to a
special advance screening of CrLWolf.
The best story will receive a Cry_Wolf
Prize Pack! Please include your email
address on your entry.
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis while supplies last.
One pass per person . Each pass admits two. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.
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The Rolling Stones rock the Aragon Ballroom in 1992.
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CRY WOLF
OPENS NATIONWIDE SEPTEMBER 16TH!
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2losl lor love
'Transporter 2 ' combines ballet, brutality
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
Transporter 2 is a good reason to
escape sobriety. This sequel has so
much action in it that one could
possibly get high off the fum es- if
they weren't already. The stunlS in
this movie are over-the-top and
absurd, but below the surface there
is a method to this madness.
The film find s Frank (Jason
Statham from Snatch) li ving in
Florida , where he works for a
wea lthy coupl e th at's hav in g
marita l probl ems. Je ffe rson
Billings (M atthew Medine from
Full Me/at Jacket) works for the
United States Drug Enforcement
Adm ini stration. His job keeps
him from spending prec ious time
with hi s C am eron Di az-clo ne
wife Audrey (Amber Vall etta
fro m Hitch) , and their hyperac tive so n, Jack (Hunter C lary),
One wonders how an ex-mec·
ce nary like Frank got a j o b
working fo r some governmental
hi gher-up . Does n't an yone do
background checks these days?
Maybe not. Perhaps blatant stupidity is true to life.
Transporter 2 works like a good
James Bond movie because it has
that appealing henchman, or in this
case henchwoman, who has that
"thing" about them-that trademark
that makes them so awesomely
eviL Oddjob has his razor sharp
derby hat, Jaws had his steel-crushing dentures and May Day was,
well, Grace Jones.
In Transporter 2, however,
there's Lola (Kate Nauta) and she
doesn't wear any clothes--that's
her thing. The only outfit she wears
throughout the entire movie looks
like something out of a Victoria's

Secret catalogue. Well, it probably
is considering how much product
placement is jammed in. At one
point Frank uses an irod to transfer
images from a security camera.
Product placement aside, Lola
disappoints in the sense that she's
hardly in the movie. She jumpstarts
it in the beginning and doesn't
show up again until the very end.
Like its predecessor, however,
Transporter 2 continues in the
tradit io n of ha ving th at one
fi ghting sequence that's so overthe- top that it 's instantly unforge ttable. In the las t movie there
was the oil fi ght in which Frank
wears a pair of makeshift skates
so he doesn' t fall over. Sure it
sounds outl andish fo r an action
movie, but the end result is so
hil arious that it 's almos t intox icating. Thi s fi ght doesn' t appear
to be about breaking the other
guy's nose with a steel pipe as
much as it's about pulling off
some lame ba llet stunt while
breaking th e other guy's jaw.
In this sequel, the hands-down
cool but hil arious fig ht sce ne is
when Frank pull s a MacGyver
and uses a fire hose to take down
a posse of bad g uys. Sure it 's
cool, but it looks like Frank is
playing with a Ribbon Dancer,
those annoying rhythmic ribbons
that were always adverti sed during Treasures of th e Hidden
Temp le. As terrible as they were,
Statham proves that the Ribbon
Dancer is a force to reckon with.
While this movie 's central plot is
very much about stopping the bad
guys, it's also about saving the
fami ly unit. Not only are the

Billingses having problems with
each other, but iiI' Jack is kidnapped by foreign bio-terrorists to
complete their plans in killing a
bunch of old men in suits during a
Latin American trade conference.
In both situations, Frank is
somehow responsible for solving
each dilenuna, but the emphasis is
mostly on him rescuing Jack, thus
saving the famil y. Otherwise who
would care about a bunch of old
men in suits working for the govenunent? Probably dead people.
The coupl e's fai ling m arriage
doesn' t become our hero's problem until Audrey gets drunk and
stumbles over to Frank 's pl ace
like some g ross barfl y/swamp
creature. It is here we di scover
not everything is we ll between
the Billinges- Audrey is on the
prowl. She comes on to Frank,
who, like the charm ing Briti sh
gent he is, refu ses her company
and sends her on her merry way.
The
main
critic ism
of
Transporter 2 is it 's sexist toward
women in a wildl y hilarious way.
The two main female roles in the
fihn are Audrey B illings and Lola,
each the antithesis of the other.
Audrey has confonned to the traditional role of being a stay-at-home
wife who takes care of the kids.
Lola, on the other hand, is a deadly
assassin who loves killing people.
It doesn' t take a genius to understand which role the moyie will
favor, which is a bit disappointing
considering how much ass Lola
kicks.
Despite how Frank saves the
day, he doesn't get the girl in the
end, which is somewhat acceptable

There's a thin line between brothels and torture chambers In 'Transporter 2.'

Top: Lola (Kate Nauta) sits shotgun next to Frank Marti n (Jason
Statham). Above: Statham changes the rules of the road.
considering that his mission was to
bring the family together.
Tran sporter 2 excels as an
action movie despite how comica l it can come across at times.
For a good brainless thri ll, sneak
a King Cobra into a movie theater and enj oy Transp orter 2.

Tronsporler 2
(PG-13)
Directed by Louis
Leterrier

This is how we 'roll'
Once again, Hollywood highlights
Chicago's South Side, moving from
the barbershop to the roller rink
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor
Th is
September,
d irecto r
Malcolm D. Lee wants to prove
that there is more to Chi cago 's
South Side than barbershops. He
hopes his upcoming film, Roll
Bounce, which shot throughout
the city in the summer of 2004 ,
will make as big of a splash as the
now-revered Ice Cube vehicle of
2002.
Roll Bounce tells the story of a
South Side roller-jam crew that is
forced into rival territories when
its local rink is shut down. Infused
with a 70s style and soundtrack,
the movie is unabas hedly
upbeat- Though it would be hard
not to be upbeat when the focus is
on choreographed roller-jams.

Hoping to make a breakout perfo nnance in the film is Brandon
T. Jackson, an accompli shed 19year-old from suburban Detroit.
Now liv ing in L.A. , Jac kson has a
bus ier schedule than the average
teenager. He's already establi shed
his presence as a stand-up comedian, with performances at the
famous Apollo Theater in New
York, and on one for BET's comic
review.
Although he has done extra
work in films such as 8 Mile, Roll
Bounce marks Jackson 's debut in
a featured role. He plays Junior,
providing the film's laughs as the
cocky best friend of X, the film 's
lead, played by rapper/actor Bow
Wow. There is no doubt that
stand-up and acting are different
beasts, but director Lee helped
Jackson make the transition with
ease.
"Act ing is different, but
Malcolm understands that. Being
a creative person, he can let you
go," Jackson said. "And if it's not
funny, he'll bring you back. He's
a great director to work with. I'd
love to work with him again."
While working with the director turned out to be a pleasure, the
long days spent on skates were
less enjoyable for Jackson. After
endurin g four weeks of roller
skate camp, the cast had to continue enduring life on wheels for
much of the production.

"HANDS DOWN THE

FUNNIEST OF THE YEAR!
IT MAY BE THE FIRST
FEEL-GOOD MOVIE MADE#
OUT OF FECAL MATTER!"",
"HOW MANY COMEDIANS
DOES IT TAKE TO SCREW
~VlD~,
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WITH AN UPTIGHT WORLD?"
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''YOU'LL LAUGH TILL IT HURTS!"
PETER TRAVERS. ROLUNG STONE
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Above: Someone says something shocking. Below Left: Rapper Bow Wow trades in his mic for some
bitch in ' headphones. Below: Apparently, Bow Wow's moves are impressive.

"It was kind of wack , waking
up at six in the morning and putting on those skates," Jackson
sa id.
Despite his lack of enthusiasm
for skating, Jackson said he took
to the wheels better than some
other cast members.
"Rick Gonzales suc ked on
skates, so we wrote it into the
script that he was the worst one,"
Jackson said. " He is a great actor,
though."
T he skating was sp lit between
actors and stunt doubles, which
am used Jackson.
"We did the upper body choreography, but if you pause it, you
can see, 'That's not Brandonthat's a white guy,'" he said,
laughing.
Even if his acting career
blooms, Jackson has no intention
of forgetting comedy. He's currently producing a stand-up tour,
called the Teens of Comedy,

which features comics from the
ages of 14 to 18. It seems that
Jackson can work off-screen as
well. He not only hand-picked the
talent for the tour, but also raised
the sponsorsh ip money and
helped in planning. Of hi s split
career, he prefers comedian/actor

to rapper/actor any day of the
week.
"Everyone's a rapper," he said.
"You ' ve got to get shot 15 times
to be a rapper; I don't got time for
that. I'd rather stick to comedy."
Roll Bounce hits theate rs
September 23.
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Bringing it all together.
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Con'l offord gos?
Fuel up on beer
Messenger-friendly bar introduces
new promo: gas prices rise, beer
prices drop
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
Through the end of October.
the Handlebar Bar and Gri ll.
2311 W. North Ave. will ofTer a
reason to drink away the gasa·
line blues. Introducing what they
call the "Inverse Petrol-O-Matic
Beer Pricing Scheme." the
Handlebar will lowe r its price
for a pint of Goose Island 312
Urban Wheat Ale according to
how much gasoline prices go up
at the nearby Shell station at
Western and North avenues.
When the price of unleaded
gasoline hits $3 a gallon, the
price for a pint will drop to $3 .
When gas prices hit $4, pints
will go down even lower to $2 .
SS gas means $1 pints, and if gas
reaches S6 a gallon, pints of
Goose Island 312 Urban Wheat
Ale will be free.
"A friend e-mailed me saying.
'I can '( wait for [gas prices] to
get up to $7 or S8 a gallon so I
can quit my day job and hang out
at the bar,'" said Josh Deth, 30,
co-owner of the Handlebar,
which advocates bicycling and
provides racks in the back yard
for cyclists to park.
Deth doesn't think it's odd that
a bar promoting bicycling would
have such a promotion.
"Gas prices have become such
a public issue," he said. "The
president's talking about it. My
local alderman is talking about
it. The governor talks about it.
People are creating this crisis."
Deth al50 pointed out that countries in Europe have been dealing with high gu prices for some
time.
"There's a much higher rate of
bicycling, a much higher rate of

wa lking and use of public transit." he said of European countries . "Bicycling, wa lk ing and
public transit are intertwined
with people's use of a car. When
people stop using their cars and
start walking, they're much
healthier, and it's better for our
neighborhoods. There are cars
and noise everywhere and I wish
there was a lot less of it."
Deth also commented on how
the new beer promotion touches
upon concerns of ene rgy is consumption.
"There are a lot of people who
believe that our society has gotten close to reaching our peak
consumption of oil and we' ve
got nowhere to go but down."
Deth said. "We really need to
work on decreasing our dependency
Deth said business has been
good and many have found the
recent promotion amusmg .
"I think it's ingenious," said
Rob Sadowsky, executi ve director of the Chicagoland Bicycling
Federation. a frequent Handlebar
visitor. "When J first heard word
of it , I first si lently laughed, and
then I laughed out loud."
Sadowsky also thinks that the
rising gas prices have been
somewhat overdue . "Gas has
been under-priced since it has
been subsidized," Sadowsky
said. "I see this as an equa lization of where the true price of
gas ought to be in order to cover
its cost. It's an opponunilY for
people to utilize how they use
transponation."
Olhers have been less e",cited.
Edward Mainville. 23, a fa..'1hion

Top: Actual handlebars . Above: The gas station that determines just how cheap your beer will
be. Below: The bar known as Handlebar.
design major at the Academy of
Technology and Design, views
the Handlebar's beer promotion
as just another gimmick.
" ' t's a drink special," he said.
" I wou ldn 't go out of my way to
go there ."
Ted Goldenberg, 27 , a fiction
writing major at Columbia,
laughed when he first heard of
the promotion but said, "It's
needless. I go there already."
Others, however, see the drink
special in a different light.
"Tongue-in -cheek advertising

is a fun way of pointing out
what's going on in the world,"
Sadowsky said. "For [the
Handlebar] it's not just a way to
get people into their restaurant.
It's also a way of getti ng people
to think about what's going on
with gas prices. It's guerilla marketing with a social consciousness
Deth added that he isn't worried about gasoline prices reaching $7 or $8 a gallon. "All good
things must come to an end. I'm
sure we'll come up with some

new, snappy idea for the winter."
Aside from the "Inverse
Petrol-O-Matic Beer Scheme: '

Mondays at the Handlebar are
Messenger Mondays. Bike messengers receive a free plate of
fries with valid messenger ID in

addition to S 1.50 Pabst Blue
Ribbon tap beer. The promotion

witt tast through the month of
Oc tober.

Emptoyees of the Shell station
on the comer of Western and
North Avenues declined to comment for this article.
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'The Woshington Story' shines
its spotlight on Chicogo
Adam Langer relives the 1980s
in his new book
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Readers searching for the perfect book to
conquer this fall can find an answer to their
prayers in Adam Langer 's novel, The
Washington Story. Set in West Rogers Park
and extending across the universe, The
Washington Story follows the characters
from Langer's last book , Crossing
California, as they travel from 1982 to
1987. Langer, born and raised in West
Rogers Park, sets a promising and absorbing scene at a time when the Super Bowl
Shuffle ruled the airwaves, Harold
Washington became Chicago's first black
mayor and the Challenger space shuttle met
an untimely death and destruction. Langer
took some time during his book tour to discuss his latest endeavor with the Chronic le.
Chronicle: Th e Washington Story seems
to now through the character's lives as
though they're based off people you
actually know.
Are these characters based off
real people, or
purely
from
your imagination?
Langer: It's not
like a thinly
veiled autobiography;
it's
a
reflection of me ,
just not me specifically-there's no character you can look at and be like, that's
Adam's mom. You can liken it to my life as
a mirror- you can shatter it, and pick up a

piece ,and, yeah, it 's rne. But when you put
it with another piece, it's just someone similar to me.
Is it necessary to rcad Crossing
California in order to understand the
characters and their relationships?
I had a very different goal and purpose in
writing {The Washingto Story]; the characters had just lived on in my mind. It can't
hurt to read CrOSSing California, but I think
one can stand very well without the other.
Why did you choose to pick up where
Crossing California left off- why not
just start fresh with new characters?
This is gonna sound cheesy, but it's not
always necessari ly the author choosing
what the character does next; it's the characters choosing what they do. I was just
interested in the lives of these characters,
and interested in what happened next for

It's not always necessarily the
author choosing what the character does next, it's the characters choosing what they do.

Solo:
South Loop finds
tasty comfort
continued from front page
offering Southwest flavor, opened April of
2004, only to shut down in November.
"Nine out of 10 restaurants usually fail in
their first year," Hurnbrecht said.

them. One of my purposes in writing
Crossing California was I wanted to look at
the divisions and boundaries in a very
small community. My int erest in The
Verros, who also ownsf a breakfast
restaurant in West Suburban Downer's
Grove called Dali's, is also quick to point
out that " it' s nine out of ten idiots who
fail."
That's not to say that Solo 1530 has
been trouble-free since the owners first
started working on it six months ago.
According to Verros, the origina l contractor died during the process, causing him to
repurchase rnany items and start over.
That being the biggest obstacle. Solo 1530

Washington Story was
opposi te- I wanted to see
what happened when those
boundaries were crossed
into another world.
Parts of The Washington
Story take place in a time
period in which you were
attending college in New
York. Was this tough,
reliving a scene you didn ' t experience?
Well I came back when
Harold Washington was
running for mayor to do
summer internships, so I
was very much there during
the peri od. There was less
research than you would
think, because that time is
sti ll very fresh in my mind,
and all the characters and
places are fresh as well.
Why did you set these
books in Chicago, what is
it about yo ur hometown
that suited these characters so well?
Chicago is a part of me; it's
a part of my make-up, just
like be ing five-foot-eightinches tall is a part of me. If
I'm going to be writing
about that period of time,
Chicago is where I was, so
it makes sense. [Chicago] is
very alive to me, so it was
important for me to write about it.
On your website, yo u list the soundtrack
to each book that you write. How do you
come up with the songs, and are there
any songs you couldn't get enough of
and vice versa?
I couldn't even stand some of the songs
when r was listen ing to them. It's true I listened to a lot of the rnusic I thought the
characters would be listening to, but it's not
necessarily music that I'm into. I was very
happy when I could stop listening to music
that came out from 1984 to 1987. I'm sure
you can relate , but there are ajust lot of key
instances in my life when I can pinpoint
what music I was listening to at the tirne .
What can readers expect next from you;
only has to work on fixing the new restaurant glitches, such as perfecting the menu.
" I wanted food that was upscale and
refined, but nothing pretentious,"
Humbrechl sa id . Aiming fo r a cross
between the suburbs and the city on itsmenu, Solo 1530 serves everything from
mac'n'cheese to crab cake entrees.
Humbrecht sai d that it took a few
revisions perfect the menu, and even
more will be made in the future.
According to Humbrecht , a few
items
are
already sc hed uled
to
be
removed, such
as the less popular
pork and tuna dishes.
The most popular
items on the menu are
Solo 1530's ti lapi a,
tangerine ch icken and
chicken
lollip ops.
These inventive and
tasty items give only
a peek of what thi s
restaurant has to
offer. Other delicious
items include the barbequed
shrimp ,
chocolate mousse and
crab cakes that are
served as an appetizer, entree or sand wich.
Solo 15 30 has not
forgotten about its
vegetarian customer,
eithe r. Doug Smetko,
server/bartender

are there any projects you're working on
now?
I am working on another continuation to
The Washington Story, but that's not my
next book. The next one is very contemporary and most of it is set in a small community in NYC, some of it in Chicago. The
new novel's a different kind of con temporary comedy; it will be somewhat of a
departure in that some of the issues are different.
Adam Langer will be in Chicago on Sept.
12 at the Harold Washington Library, 400
S. State St., at 5:30 p.m. For more information on Langer and his books, visit his website at www.adamlanger.com.

and vegetarian, said there are plenty of
meat -free op ti ons. Smetko's favorite
mea ls include the mac'n'cheese, Pasta
Voo La La (m inus the chicken) and the
Granny S mith salad. Smekto also said
Chef Humbrec ht will make his best efforts
to accommodatecustomer's needs.
Though the decor is classier than one

It's like an everyday
neighborhood joint. We
want to keep it simple.
might expect for a hangout , the menu is
reasonable, with prices averaging between
$10 and $15 fo r meals. Once the bar is
stocked, expect alcohol to be reasonably
priced, with beer at $4 and cocktails at $6.
The ir wine list offers up a wide se lection,
with a bottle costing anywhere from $30
to $210; glasses of wine arc well-priced at
$5.
Solo 1530 is a rare gem in the South
Loop restaurant community, offe ring food
and drmks everyday as late as 2 a.m. Mark
Smi th , another server/bartender at the
restaurant said it's a good place to relax at
night and watch some sports on the TVs
above the bars.
Though Solo 1530 is advertised as a
comfo rtable hangout, college st ud ents
may fare better just going there for the
occasional get-together with friends or for
a quiet beer with the bartender and the TV
as cornpany. No matter what the arrangements, Solo 1530 is a great new addition
to the South Loop .
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Greenweedz's blossoming
coreer sprouls new olbum
Chicago MC branches off the Family Tree
and solidifies his soul
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Sitting across the table with his
long dreads pulled back , Mr.
Greenweedz flashes his brilliant
white smile as he describes how
as a kid, he knew that hip- hop
was what he wanted to do.
"I was into house music and
stuff, but my brother came home
in this jogging su it with this girl
Pinkie, and they were rapping
Run-DMC- J remember that
exact moment," Greenweedz said.
"I was trying to find something to
do 10 get into entertainment , so I
quit baseball, everything, to start
rapping."
Greenweedz, a Chicago based
Me, is scheduled to appear at the
HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Drive, on
Sept. 17 for a release party of hi s
latest album, G-Strings, with producer GRiot.
Mr. Greenweedz. also known as
Marcel A. Wilks to the ladies, grew
on
the
West
up
Side of Chicago and had been rapping for years when he joined the
groups he 's currently in, Family
Tree and Liquid Sou1. Greenweedz
was participating in DanceAfrica
Chicago-a festival of African and

~
J\.

African-American arts and culture
produced by the Office of
Community Arts Partnerships at
Col umbia- when he got a call
from Liquid Soul, which had
already built it's reputation.
" I got that ca ll , and Liquid Soul
doesn't call just to say 'hi,'"
Greenweedz said . They wanted
him to tour with their band. But
his first time playing with them,
he bombed.
'" went to this show and a ton
of people we re there. Uma
Thurman was there. Not after Kill
Bill, but still , she was Uma . But I
went in sober, and I bombed.
They didn 't call again for a few
months after that," Greenweedz
said.
The nex.t time around, things
were
different- Greenweedz
relaxed, had a beer or two, and did
his thing . From then on out, Mr.
Greenweedz has been the frontman for Liquid Soul, which he
describes as "an acid-jazz band,
fo r lack of a better term ."
Greenweedz is a fonner Co lumbia
student 15 credits shy of finishing.
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"I plan on going back, but I tour
a lot. It's just bad timing right
now- I'm the frontman for
Liquid Sou l and it 'd be hard for
them to find a replacement ," he
said.

With G-Slrings dropping into
stores
on
Sept.
13,
Mr.
Greenweedz is also taking the
time to musically venture out on
h is own.
"The title usually makes people

think something erotic, and it is in
a way- it's a double entendre,
"Greenweedz said. "[G·Strings]
has the oboe, violins, piano, even
a sitar."
Straying from the hip hop of
Famil y Tree and the jazz of
Liquid Soul, Greenweedz discovers a new musical style on the
album.
" With the new album I stepped
outside of [the two groups]. This
is melodic, it 's different subject
matter," he said.
The new album began through a
series of trips Mr. Greenweedz
would take to Colorado during
tours. A visit to GRiot's house in
Denver usually involved a recording session and a slew of produced songs.
One and a half years later, an
album was made of these recorded songs, with a few changes.
"GRiot, he's an intricate cat,"
Greenweedz said. "I left him with
the songs, and he ' d end up
fondlitl!? with them. He'd be
freakin' with it, making changes
that sometimes turned out positive, and sometimes not. But it's
still music at the end of the day."
Songs to look out for on the
new CD are "Rex Cortez," with
its
catchy
lyrics ; "Carlos
Cantaneda," with its psychedelic
twist of thoughts; and "Moment
of Clarity," with its sleepy bedtime rhythm.
Calch Mr. Greenweedz with
Daily Plannel, Eulorhythmics and
Slar People at HotHouse Sept. 17
at JJ p.m. The show is open to
those 21 and over and costs $10.
For more information on all of the
performing artists, check out
www.allnaturalhiphop.com.
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Crossword

to the nines

ACROSS

1 Passes
5 College cheers
9 Works hard
14 Slangy OK

fosh ion@columbio

15 Needle case
16 " Enoch
17 Roving
residence
19 Peachy!

~

Salena Retsos is a

20 Peak coverage
21 _ out(bea
couch potato)
23 "Ben- •
24 Broadway flop

25 Wifeef

Odysseus
27 Pancake topper
29 Mortar's
partner
30 Not yet !
31 Samovar
32 Convert into
charged

particles
36 Ginger _

37 Sellers of
foodstuffs
39 "My Gal _"

40 Busybodies

42 _ been had!
43 Those opposed
44 Fit to be served

46 Book after
Daniel
47
50
51
52
53
56
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

Pasta dishes
Bath powder
Mentally acute
Reef predator
John Singer or
Dick
Sacked out
"I'm Sorry"
singer
Outstanding!
Sty sound
Briny droplet
Class paper
Throws in
"NFL
PrimeTime"
channel

DOWN
1 Training rms.

2 long period
3 "The Last
Hurrah· co-star
4 Lead to the door

5 Post-op program
6 Perched on
7 Buzz
8 Strainers
9 Citrus hybrids
10 Lode load
11 Potato type
12 Abate
13 Sleep sound
18 Canadian cops
22 Whole
25 Erasable writers
26 Actor Cariou
27 Inlluence
28 Eli's school
29 Paid sportsman
31 Bearl ike
33 Type of triangle
34 Billy of "TitaniC"
35 Lanchester or
Maxwell
37 Contraptions
38 Plumb or Arden
41 Sri Lankan crop
43 Hamilton , NY
school
45 Panama
currency un it

Solutions

II

INldl
1"lvl

r

stores, and she cites
British actress Keira
Knightly as her fashion

r

icon ,

46 Difficult
47 Director
Hallstrom
48 Grade over max
49 Stairs
50 Armored
vehicles

53 Dispatch

Photo By Eric DavisfThe Chronicle

54 Type 01
tide
55 Gull relative
57 Ammo for a
shooter
59 Free (of)

Out of My Head
by Scotty Carlson
Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): Research synchronized swi mming this week.
Trust me- it will get you out of a tight spot someday.
Taurus (April 2 1 - May 21): Wild turkeys will chase you down, forcing you to
take refuge on a neighbor 's gian t trampoline. Those th ings are vicious.
~ Gem ini (May 22 - June 21): A flattering sweater you're wearing, darling.
Fashionable indeed.

W

~

Cancer (June 22 - Jul y 23): Stop saying "'Ain' t' ain't in the dictionary!" and
thinking you 're a clever literary type. It is in the damn dictionary, and you are
starting to look like an idiot.

~ Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): The person nex t to you just farted , and it's prett y
~

nasty. You should tell them, okay? We're all suffering.

CiI)

Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Several odd mishaps and strange encounters with
street people today w ill lead you to ask you rself, "W hy on earth did I ge t thi s
tattoo of a grano la bar on my ann?"

~ Libra (Sepl. 24 - OCI. 23): Only a pizza puff can save you now.

~ Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Fall asleep in class one more time and I'll box
~

Q~"
I'" .:

~

your ears for you.

~
~

Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): The object of your affection abso lutely
adores you .... Wail, I'm sorry, I don't really know that , but you just looked
kind of down .

W

Feb. 19): Fal Albert reall y isn't coo l enough to wear Ihat
shirt, dude. Webster, maybe, but not Fat Albert .

C apricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Don't buy a guitar this week. You may be
thinking, "That's a stupid horoscope. I wasn't going to buy a guitar, anyway."
But you don't know your weakness for coupons like I do .

~ Aqu a rius (Jan . 2 1 -

~
,.

-I-

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): You're never going to get a rea l horoscope, you
know. By the time I write yours I'm spent. This week read- ,I don 't know- a
textbook for elass.

SM
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Not just for
the film kids.
don't have to be a film and
with the best.

.@

ers,
everyr\M~:l'Pn tovered with !
i ~pecial student discounts, an on
cathpus demo store and resident
Apple sp,~cialist, not to mention all
thetools you need,tocreatechange.
;Wir,

Buya qualifying Mac before September
24th and get a free iPod mini.
And look for the brand new iPod Nano, the
new and impossibly small iPod ($179)

The Apple Store at Columbia
33 East Congress Parkway
312.344.8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
- ,.

iPod Nano
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The lessons of the Ryan trial
s Mayor Richard M.
Daley continues to
deny his involvement in the corrup tion at
Chicago's City Hall , he may
want to pay close attention
when a former Illinois
politician, who also denied
similar knowledge of mismanaging our tax money,
heads to court this week.
After a six-and-a-half
month delay. the trial of former one-tenn, Republican
Gov. George H. Ryan and
Larry
lobbyist
friend
Warner begins this week,
marking a climactic
moment in the eight-yearold Operation Safe Road
investigation.
Ryan , 71, faces charges
of corruption dating to
when he was Illinois secretary of state from 1991 to
1999, making him the sixth
of 40 Illinois governors to
face criminal charges.
While the Land of
Lincoln has a national reputation for such political
scandals, Ryan 's case will
be both a definitive test of
hi s legacy and another
reminder of our public trust
being abused .
After declaring a moratorium on executions in 2000
as well as commuting the
death sentences of all 156
inmates on death row in
January 2003, Ryan earned
strong supporters in the
capital punis hment debate
who called for his nomination for the Nobel Peace
Prize.
But Ryan's time in office
was constantl y shadowed

A

by the fiery 1994 crash that
killed the six chi ldren of the
Rev. Scott and Janet Willis.
The trucker who caused the
crash had paid a bribe to get
a license from Ryan 's
office, leading to a sweeping federal investigation.
As a result, the U.S. attorney's office charged Ryan
with racketeering, mail
fraud , false stateme nts ,
income tax fraud and filing
false federal tax returns.
Additionally, Ryan is
accused of using secretary
of state workers to do campaign work on state time
and accepting annual vacation benefits for trips to
Jamaica and California.
However, Ryan was able
to get the trial delayed so he
could be represented by former U.S. attorney Daniel
Webb, the defense lawyer
of national prominence,
who has represented such
giants as Microsoft,
General Electric and the
New York Stock Exchange.
Webb is emphasizing
three themes for his
defense : The prosecution
has no witnesses to direct
bribery; Ryan owns a "modest" Kankakee home; and
the fonner governor has a
staunch stance o n the death

penalty.
Ryan ' s capital punishment decision hardly seems
to relate to this case, which
is why it was encouraging
when U.S. District Judge
Rebecca Pallmeyer ruled ,
"The court sees no meaningful relationship between
Ryan's decisions regarding
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the death penalty and the
offense conduct with which
he is charged here."
The timing of Ryan's capital punishment decision
cenainly makes it appear
that he was hoping to dodge
scandal. Prosecutors have
stated they plan to inform
the jury of Ryan 's earnings
from lectures following the
death row deal, especially
since that money could
have gone a long way
toward his defense.
Ryan's defense team
gained a major advantage
by originally getting
Pallmeyer to set a March
date fo r the trial before
pleading for a new date
when a Webb case for
Phillip Morris ran longer
than expected.
With the planning of the
original date , however,
prosecutors turned over
defense witness lists and
laid out the government's
case. Ryan 's defense has
now had nine months to
prepare its own.
In December 2003, after
Ryan became the 66th person charged in the investigation, the U .S. attorney for
the Northern District of
Illinois said, "Basically, the
state of Illinoi s was for
sale."
That attorney was Patrick
J . Fitzgerald, who now
finds himself working his
way through scandals in
Chicago. If his federal case
against Ryan sends a corrupt politician to prison, we
can hardly wait to see what
he turns up next.
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This time books, next time ...
he wear and tear that
occurs With any piece
o f real estate as it ages
is as Inevitable as the deterioration o f auto mo bile s,
highways o r eve n human
bemgs ove r the course o f
time . And co ns idering
Co lumbia '5 ca mpu s con~i5 t, o f a number o f buildlOgs with histo rical sl gDlfican ce to the: ci ty o f
C hi cago , if's not 'lurpns ing
that a pplJ c:~ 10 some o f the
"truclure" In the South Loop
<lA well.
Th" fact of li fe Win tV Ident In the: rccc'ni fl ood on
the firth fl oor o f the library
In the So uth CCl mpu "
BUilding. (,24 S. Michigan
Ave. Unfo rtunately, "ome
17" book"
va lued a l
\ 1 . ~6.s . we r t d Clil f oye d
when water .-tcaddy leaked
from a nearly cc nlury ~ u ld
pipeline
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the sc hool scrambling to
replace some texts that students will need th is semester.
We are fo rtunate enough
to have a collection of
books in our library that is
both unique and valuab le .
The five rI oors of
re sources offered are o ften
taken for granted by stu dents . and in lurn,
Co lumbi a s ho uld ens urc
that there is no shonage o f
o pti ons to pro te ct all of
these matcn a llil .
Ce rtainly, no o ne is to
blame ("inee Ihe Iibr8ry wall
cl olled when the inci dent
occurred) . No t to be paranOi d, but we ho pe thai if the
plpell In the South Ca mpus
BUlldm¥ rea lly cfl uld II"
Mike Debl~h, 8""')Clllle vice
prCII ldenl o f fa ci hil cli IIlId

the fifth floor has no reason
to worry for another hundred years or so, but that
s till leaves 13 others in
question .
While it would be nothing short of impossible to
detennine the state of all
the
pipelines
running
through the South Campus
Building, and outrageously
expensive to attempt such a
projec t, it would be comfo rting if Co lumbia took
addit ional s teps to protect
the o ther Items it has inves ted In o n th ose fl oorsincludinK tho usunds of dol Inn in Iludio and video
equipmenl thllt slores stu dent work Ihnl could be
priee lcs!& .
Yell , Ihere's Ihe possi bili ty thllt Ih e flood In Ihe
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Lower-class genocide on the Bayou
By Derek Strum
c ommentary Ed itor

In July 2004, President Bush

delivered a speech at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., in which he used the
phrase "and America is safer" no
fewer than six times. The seventh
and fmal time, he modi fied the

statement by saying, "and America
and the world are safer." T he
crowd responded w ith applause

each time.
If there 's one thing the Bush
administration has proven to be

levels wi th far more limited
resources, was bad enough. The
heartless notion that the victims
sealed their own fate shows just
how little shame some right-wing
pundits have.
Katrina ripped apart New
Orleans and, with it, the notion of a
fun-loving party city filled with
drunken girls flashing breasts for
party beads. Instead, looting and
lawlessness furthered a stereotype
that sees impoverished blacks as
synonymous with violence.

supervision failures with Katrina
have forced him out of heading the
hurricane relief.
The lethargic federal reaction 10
Katrina was only topped by the
comple te mismanagement of the
men and resources available. The
Salt Lake Tribune reported that
roughly 1,000 firefight ers who
were assembled from throughout
the United States by FEMA ended
up being community-relations officers for the agency rather than
emergency workers. Arriving in
Atlanta, the group found itsel f
watching New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin on television in a Sheraton
Hotel conference room.
According to the Tribune, one
group of 50 firefig hters was rushed
off to Louisiana for a very important assignment: "l 5 Jtand beside
President Bush as he tours devastated areas."
Under any other presi dent ial
administration. the ineptitude surrounding this catastrophic event
wou ld certainly result in department heads losing the ir jobs. And
now the question is whether the
Bush administration will finall y be
pressured into being held accountable, and rightl y so.
As Aaron Broussard, president
of Jefferson Parish in the New
Orleans a rea, told CBS, "Take
whatever idiot they have at the top
o f whatever agency and give me a
better idiot. Give me a caring idiot.
Give me a sensitive idiot. Just
don't give me the same idiol."
A tragedy is a tragedy all the
same, but there is no denying that
the images of New Orleans broadcast by the networks brought the
pain of 9111 rushing back. TIlCre
was an equal sense of helplessness
we shared in watching those two
stories play ou t.
However, seeing Katrina's aftermath s lowly un fo ld makes us question if America is onl y safer for
certain social classes.

stupid, too stubborn, to get out of
Katrina 's way. No view could be
more twisted.
If anything, it seems that those
left in charge of organizing the
relief effort were the ones who
were stupid and stubborn. The
Associated Press reported that
Brown waited nearly five hours
after the hurricane made landfall
on Aug. 29 before seeking
approval from Home land Security
Secretary Mike ChertoA' to send
1,000 employees to the area.

great at, it's public relations.
Things like accountabili ty and

competence, however, don 'I seem
to be its strong suit. Which should
only make the task of explaining
the federal govenunent's complete
fa ilure in preparing for, and
responding to, Hurricane Katrina

all the more monumental a task.
The disastrous reaction to the crisis

I
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on the Gulf Coast was nothing but
unacceptable, considering we have
been led to believe that the past
four years have been spent trying
to ensure that this nation would be
rea dy i f another ca t as tr op h e
occurred on our soil.
Instead, it was Harry Connick Jr.
arriving in New Orleans before the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency. Considering that the damage caused by a hurricane can and
should be anticipated, that makes
this whole sorry episode inexcus-

able.
Despite press secretary Scott
McClellan's comments on Sept. 1
that "this is not a time for fmgerpointing or playing politics," that
rule apparently doesn 't apply to
those who should be held most
responsible. Watching Sen. David
Vi ner and Rep . Charles W.
Boustany, both Republicans from
Louisiana, retract their earlier criticisms of federal efforts, only to
pass blame on to the state and local

A withered dog roams the deserted , waterlogged 1-610 high-

way in New Orleans, Sept. 7. Animals were forbidden during
the evacuations before the hurricane hit, and those that survived have to fend for themselves.
As media outlets aired the pleas
for food , water and medicine,
FEMA chief Michael Brown
explained the death toll that could
go into the thousands by telling
CNN, "Unfortunately, that's going
to be attributable a lot to people
who did not heed the evacuation
warnings. And I don't make judgments about why people choose
not to evacuate."
But the statement in itself was a
judgment: It wasn 't that some residents caught in the storm 's path
were too poor, too old or too ill to
leave; rather, they were j ust too

Of course, Brown likely needed
help fi guring out how to orchestrate a response since he had no
experience in emergency management. Before coming into the Bush
administration as a deputy director

for FEMA in 2001 , Brown had
spent 11 years at the lnte mational
Arabian Horse Association as the
conunissioner of judges and stewa rds. Accord ing to the Boston
Herald, he "was forced out of the
position after a spate of lawsuits
over alleged supervision failure .. ,"
although "an old college friend"
got him the job at FEMA Now his

A generation in need of a 'Mailer'
By Josh Kantarski
Associate Ed itor
We need a new Norman Mai ler.
A recent profile in Rolling Stone

of the 82-year-old, Brooklyn-bom,
Harvard-bred writer-polemicistphilosopher-critic-egomaniac tells
us-us being a generation likely to
know little about the rabble
rouser- that Mailer is beginning to
buckle under the weight of arthritis, and he's given up hope of writing the great American novel.
Essentially, Mailer's time is
drawing to an end.
But for now, he is still going
strong, and, love him or hate him
(and many have chosen one side or
the other, or even both during his
illustrious career in the national
spotlight), we still need him .
The novels of Mailer, a two-time
Puli~r Prize winner, have been
I ambltlous (and oftentimes enormous), to say the least. He, along
with Tom Wo lfe, managed to
change the course of American
journalism, and, in effect, how we
\;ew fiction and its role, with his
novels The Execlltioner Song and

I

s

The Armies of the Night. Along
with those novels, and more than
20 others, Mailer has written c riticisms, bantered with bureaucrats
and engaged in the fi ercest of late
night, nationally-televised debates
with polemicists on both sides of
the political spectrum in hopes of
contributing to the public consciousness through discourse and
argument.
Yet maybe what's most important to Mailer and, ultimately, us is
his relentlessness. He has never
stopped, never given up despite his
drug abuse, run-ins with the law or
age. Recently, Mailer- known for
being a gadfly at the ear of bureaucrats- wrote a scathing, 128-page
jere miad titled Wiry are we at
Wa r?, condemning certain neoconservative architects of the war
in lraq for the current quagm ire.
Regardless of his rather large
ego (which tends to ri val some of
his novels in size), we still need
Mailer around to tell us where
we're going, to show us where
we've been and to caution us on
the pitfalls of the future.
But when he's gone, someone

The Columbia Chronide is a student-produced
PttlIication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in wnole or in
part, the views of college administrators,

will need to take his place.
Now, more than ever, as our culture of fear continues to grow and
be manipulated by color-coordinated terror alerts and lofty "with
us or against us" rhetoric, we need
a Mailer around, equipped with
both the high-minded gravitas and
incisive ear for the absurd that is
essential to the role of a cultural
gatekeeper.
Then, ultimately, one must ask:
Who will keep us, and our political
fi gures, on our toes when Mailer is
gone? Will it be a partisan Jon
Stewart or Ann Coulter, given to
tendentious squabbl ing, rooting for
one team over the other?
Or will it be a Michael Moore
fi gure, equipped with a medium
(film) that can reach and educate
the masses? Or could it be another
writer of moral clarity and certitude, someone with the likes of a
Mailer or an Arthur Miller?
The truth is, there will never be
another Norman Mailer- perfectly
rolled into one short, impetuous
kid from Brooklyn who was, and
is, equally al home wri ting about
the dizzying celebrity of Cassius

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Cotumbia Chronicte.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).

facu lty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the
PfOperty of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be .-.produced or publ ished without
written permiSSion .

Views expressed in this publication are those
of the wri ter and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Clay and Marilyn Monroe as with
re-writing the language of the
apostles as he did in his 1998
novel, The Gospel According to

tlreSon.
When Mailer is gone, provided
that we rema in alert and contentious, we will have to pick and
choose our gadflies by who buzzes
so insistently, and incessantly, at
the ear of those in charge.
Maybe a lack of political tumult
and unrest over the last 25 years (in
contrast to Mailer's heyday of the
'60s and '70s) has left us indolent,
with a bunch of min i-Mailers left
to fight small , specialized batt les.
Maybe those full o f piss and vinegar, paired with a ferve nt intellec t
and tre nc hant tongue, are long
gone.
Then again, maybe someone is
waiting in the wings, hoping to get
their shot, with a worn copy of
some Mailer-penned diatribe in
their back poc ket, and the airy
exc itement that those angry lines
created in the back of his or her
mind years before, bristling, ready
to take on anyone, anywhere.
Just like Norman.
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Roamin'
Numerals
$110 million
Ex pected profit made
daily by ExxonM obil
thi s qua rte r, more net
income than any company has ever made in
a given tim e period.

74

Num ber of ringwo rm infested cats found
li ving in side the
motorhome of 38- ycarold A lex is Binn s in
Love land , Co lo. , on
Sept. I . Larime r
Count y s he ri ff's
deputies had noticed a
s uspic ious odor com ing
from the RV.

83
Number of prior
conv ictions Dusty
Simmons had before
being sentenced to 30
years in pri son on Sept.
9. Simmons, 45, set fire
to a civic leader 's home
because new res ide nts
in he r Florida
neighborhood were
hurting the street prostitution and drug trades.

Choice Cuts

"

" It was obvious the
alleged victim did not
think we were goin g to
be tenacious enough 10
recover the safe,"

Detecti ve Lt. Mike
Gierke of Delta County,
Mich., commenting on a
200-pound safe recovered Sept. 7 fo ll ow ing
the arrest of 21-year-old
Joseph Henderson . The
Bark Ri ver man who
reported the safe stolen
in August now may fa ce
charges after sheriff's
deputies asked him to
open it, revealing not the
only items he had
described, but also nea rly one pound o f
marij uana and $500 in
cash.
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[C]SPACES
The [C)Spaces are common areas where students can interact, relax, and socialize with fellow students. [C)Spaces plans and promotes
nearly three dozen gallery exhibitions each year, as well as fiction and poetry readings, film and video screenings, music, theater and
dance performances, most of which showcase student work to the public.
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY iii CD
1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor' 312.3 44.6 6 50

IiI Galtery

'I' Wireless access
(j)IC]Spaces staff ava ilable

welcomes professional artists , Co lumbia College res ident art ists, students , and alumni to exh ibit a variety of

~StudYArea
fIII Performance Space

contemporary med ia The gallery als o hosts performance wo rkshops and visiting artist lect ures , all to enhance dialogue
esse ntial to the deve lopme nt and growth within the arts

~Computer lab

lo cated

In

the South loop In the hIstoric ludington building, the Glass Curtain Gallery's 2.200 square-toot space

.

Olning

HOKIN CENTER 1iI ~ """ CD teI
623 S. Wabash. 1st Floor' 31 2.3 44.7188
In Its fifteen year s, the Myron Hok in Student Cen ter has earned Its reputation on campu s as the heart of ColumbIa COllege. The center 's facilities , the Hokin Gallery, Hokin Annex and Hok in
Annex Gallery, offer a variety of performance , exhibit, and event oppo rtunities for stu de nts to showcase a wide range of work.

C33 GALLERY

iii ~'I'

33 E. Congress, 1st Floor · 312 .344 .7188
loc ated on the ground floo r of 33 E Con gress , thiS gallery's prime location With high street VISibility provides an excit ing opportunity to showcase student work as well as the work of
International , natIonal, and local community artists

HERMANN D. CONAWAY CENTER ~Ji. 'I'; CDI.
1104 S. Wabash Ave., 1st Floor· 312 .3 44 .6650
The Con away Cente r's actIvities and programs are designed to enh ance soci al , cu ltur al , and intellectual growth among Co lumb ia students , as well as promote social interaction With fa culty,
staff and the community at large ThIS newly-renovated multlmedra fa cil ity IS eqUipped With a movab le stage and a state of the art lighting and audio-visual system for both student and
profeSSio nal use

Columbia

[C]

~
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[C]SPACES FALL SCHEDULE
LEARN MORE AT HTTP://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU
HOKIN GALLERY & HOKIN ANNEX

August 29-September 30 , 2005

623 S. WABASH AVENUE

Tecnol6glca IS an exhibition of video, installation. video performance .

HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AN D 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRI DAY

sound art. digital prints. and other new media works by Latina artists

13th Annua l [CjSpaces Honors Exhibition

constantly shifting 21st Century society that

August 29-0ctober 7, 2005

Participatin g Artists

Recept ion: September 15, 5-7pm

Amanda Gutierrez, JeSSICa Hefeman, Claudia LozanO-Albero, ElVia

Awards Ceremony : 5:45

Rodriguez-Ochoa. Edra Soto

The 13th Annual ICjSpaces Honors Exhibition (formerly Hok", Honors).

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY 1104 S. WABASH AVENUE

featu res students of outstanding artistic achievement In all f ine art

HOURS : 1 0 AM - 5 PM TUE SDAY. WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 10 AM

media (Iosta llatlon, painting, drawing. sculpture. printmaking. collage,

- 7 PM ON MON & THU R

The new media works

In

thiS exhibition explore Ideas of Identity In a
IS

mediated by techno logy

etc.). photography. faShion. graphic design. film and Video. and
televiSion

Visual Constructions: Photograpl1y by International alumni
September 1 - OCtober 14. 20 0 5

C33 GALLERY 33 E. CONG RESS AVENU E
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AN D 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Annl HOlm. Masaru Nakamoto. Camlla Olarte
An Internat ional exhIbition primarily explOring the medium of digital

Tecnol6gica

photography through the works of Columbia College Chicago alumni

adj. Ha ving to do with, or related to technology, Pert ene cie nte 0 relat ivo

Annl Holm (Denmark), Masaru Nakamoto (Japan), and Camlla Olarte

ala te cnologia

(COlombia) Curated by Greg We'ss

City

Governor
loses fight
to keep jets
in state
Judge relies on 1994
decision for ruling
AP
A fede ral judge on Sept. 6 di ~ 
missed Gov. Rod B1 agojcv ich 's

lawsuit aimed

al

slopping the mil-

itary from mov in g fi ght er je ts

fro m Illinois to Indi ana.
Judge Jeanne Scott relied o n a
1994 U.S. Supreme Court decIsion in ru ling tJlat Illi nois had suffered no economi c loss becau se a
federal commiss lon 's recommendation to move 15 F-16s 10 a base
In Fort Wayne is n OI final.
In a statement. B1ago)cv ich said
the "battle to do what is n ght for

Ill inois and our country is certam ly nOI over," but a spokesman said
aides had not yet decided on the
nex t step.
The
Democ rati c
gove rn or
argued thai the 18Jrd Figlucr Wing
could nol be relocated without Ill s

penmsslOn because It IS pan of the
state militia he controls. I-I e asked
Seolt to Issue a temporary restram109 order to keep the Base Closure
and Realignme nt Com mi ssion
from sending its report to Pres ident
Bush. The report was due by Sept.

8.
IllinOIs o fficials say movi ng the
jets will cost Springfield 185 fulltime job. 452 part-time positi ons
and Jeopardi ze the sec urit y o f
nuclear plants. MISSISSIPPI Ri ver

Beat

Court finds city patronage in
opposition to decades-old decree
Two of Mayor Daley's
former officials under
federal indictment
AP
AP
Gov. Blagojevich's recent
demand th at fighter jets rem ain
in Illinois was turned down .
locks and dams.
"Throughout this entire process.
the Pentagon and the BRA e
Com mi ss ion has co nvenient ly
ignored the fa cts, but we arc making sure they can't Ignore the
law:' Blagoj ev lch sai d in the
statemen t.
Scott poi nted out that Bush
mus t approve or rejec t th e recommendati ons. and I f approved.
Congress must we ig h in . so the
recommendati ons do not dec ide
the issue o f the Springfield j ets.
Blagojevich wou ld have stand ing to file a laWSUIt onl y if he
could show an inj ury that is not
"co njec tural o r hypo thetica l,"
Scott wrote in her IO-page rulin g.
"The governo r 's allegations fai l
to demonstrate th at the sec retary
o f De fense
or the commi ssion ha ve injured
him. or w ill injure him , by making
these tentative recom menda tions," Scott wrote.
She dismissed coun arguments
by the Ill ino is attorney genera l's
o ffi ce that the governo r's lega l
rights were ab ridged when federal
o ffi cials excluded him fro m
deciding what will happen to the
unit .

Chi cago officia ls have been
bas ing hiring decisions on politica l clout and not merits, defy ing a
court-ordered ban on patronage
employment, a federal monitor
said Sept. 6.
Court-appointed
monitor
Noe lle BrelUlan urged sweeping
changes at City Hall , including
requ iring top offi cials to swear
under penalty o f perjury that hirings aren' t based on politics.
Brennan made me recommendat ion.;; in an II-page report to
U.S. District Judge Wayne R.
Andersen on how to enforce the
decades-old Shakman decree that
bans the use o f patronage.
"We did find that the city has
been substantiall y noncompl iant
With the Shakman Decree for a
s igni fi cant period o f time,"
Brennan said in dcli vering the
report to Andersen.
Brennan 's conclusions re info rced the already widespread
be lief that the 1983 decree issued
m a lawsuit brought by attorney
Michael Shak:man has been violated almost since its inception.
Da ley's former patronage chief,
Robert Sorich. and another former
city o ffi cial. Patrick Slattery, are
under federal indictment in an 18month federal mvcstigation o f hiring abuses.
Brennan's report brought immediate praise from city Corporation
Coun se l Mara Georges. who

promised to continue to work with Machine for decades. Numerous
the court-appointed monitor and precinct captains who get out the
vote for the regular Democratic
help her to get information.
"We are there to faci litate the organization on Election Day have
process and give her whatever jobs on the city payroll.
inform ation
she
requi res,"
In recent years, City Hall
Georges said . But in response to watchers have said that money to
quc.o;tions from reporters she said pay for television advertising has
that the city would continue with become much more important in
it<; effort to have a federal appea ls winning elections than such doorcourt overturn the Shakman bell-ringing foot soldiers.
But recent court hearings have
decree.
"That case is just a strong as it made it plain that political officials
ever was," Georges told reporters. still place a high premium on getShakman. himself, sa id the pre- ting jobs for those who tum out
liminary report was "a very good the vote.
firs t
step
at
address ing how to
eliminate the culture o f corruption
and clout in city
hiring and promotion practices
Anderse n said
he wan ts fas t
progress on making changes in the
way the city docs
its hiring and
asked
both
Brennan
and
Georges to be back
next month to
update him on the
process.
The
usc
of
patronage in city
hiring and promotions has been at
AP
the heart o f the Mayor Daley, along with former patronage
so-ca ll e d chief Robert Sorich and city offical Patrick
C hi cago Slattery, have come under fire by the federal
D e m oc rat ic government for hiring abuses.
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Columbia Bookstore
624 S. Michigan' ph:312/427-4860' efolletl.com

·Not valid with any other offer. Regular price merchandise
only. Valid on general reading books, school supplies,
clothing, gifts - excludes textbooks, Medical and Law
Reference Books and computer hardware and software,
Offer valid 10/02105 - 10108105.
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Books:

Browsing around

Raising campus
awareness

Jan Barishman (far right), owner of Findings of Geneva Antiques, shows off a vase from
a sales stand in front of the Wrigley Building, 400 N. Michigan Ave. , on Sept. 9.

Scooter:
Two wheels
becoming trendy
more diverse.
"The audience is so varied now
that just about everybody seems to
be purchasing scooters," Kay said.
" I have men in their 60's and girls
in their teens."
The average age of scooter buy·
ers in 1990 was 26 years old, and
almost half of those buyers were
students, according to MIC. By
2004 the average age increased to
46 years old, with more than half
of the buyers being married.
" It's a different crowd now,"
Christofano said. "Before you had
a lot more 'scenesters' but now it 's

become much more of a vehicle
than a play toy, which makes them
appealing to everybody."
One of the biggest benefits for
consumers in the market is the
warranties that come with scooters. Stella and TN'G each come
with a one-year warranty, while
Kymco has a two-year warranty.
Warranties give people the mentality they don't have to worry
about upkeep expenses for at least
a few years, Christofano said.
As for people who purchase
used scooters, Scooterworks USA
also services Stella and Kymco
scooters while operating a mail
order catalog that has the largest
stock of vintage Vespa parts in
North America.
The market started picking up in
the United States once Vespa manufacturer Piaggio reentered the

market back in 2000, according to
Kay.
" It was a close·minded market
up until that point," Kay said.
"People were thinking of the
Vespa as something from the 60s"
Larger distribution, model sizes,
dealerships and reasonable prices
have helped get people out of that
minciset, Kay said.
Scooters with fewer than 50
cubic centimeters cost between
S700 and $900. Larger models, 50
cubic centimeters and up, range
from $2,000 to $6,000. The most
popular models are priced at just
over $3,000 and include tax, title
and registration.
"Every scooter has its own per·
sonality just like its owner,"
Christofano said. " I hope people
see that and we get more scooters
onto the road."

COLLEGE SURVIVAL TIP

THE BENEFITS OF USED TEXTBOOKS.
THE WISDOM OF RIDING THE COATTAILS OF THOSE WHO'VE COME BEFORE.

institutions.
These points are where advo·
cates for American publishers
take issue. The Association of
American Publishers criticized
the GAO report in letters that it
made public regarding the inac·
curacy of the figures in the original and revised reports. Bruce
Hildebrand, executive director
for higher education for AAP,
argues that including those fig·
ures inaccurately inflates the
numbers because publishers do
not make supplies.
"The basic point being left out
of this conversation is the needs
of the students," Hildebrand
said. " Professors choose the
books and the supplies that they
think will best help them teach
the course and teach the stu·
dents."
Winick agrees that the actual
price of textbooks is not the
greatest concern for professors,
but not that thi s is an argument
on the side of the publishers. The
idea behind the initiative is that
professors do not have th e wide
array of choices that publishers
claim, and students are the ones
who suffe r. Hildebrand counters
that professors are not "i mpulse
buyers," often spending years to
decide what books to use.
A concerned party that has not
been heard from much in the
midst of this debate, however, is
the professors. Keith Green, a
history professor at Columbia,
the Unive rsity of Illinois at
Chicago, Roosevelt University
and the Illinois In stitute of
Technology, does not require
texts for any of his classes.
Textbooks, he said, are a good
idea in theory, but do not work
for education.
"Textbooks are too expensive
and they are a scam, because
every couple of years they chum
out another new edition and the
changes between editions are
minimal ," Green said. "They are
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at best useful as supplementary
material,"
The cost of "bundling" textbooks is especially controver·
sial.
CD-ROMs,
Internet
resources and other materials
that are shrink· wrapped with
textbooks have become a common sight in college bookstores.
Quinn and others take issue with
bundling on new books, saying
that the inclusion of unnecessary
supplements drives up the price
of books. The Public Interest
Research Group study, "Ripoff
101: 2nd Edition," found that
more than 50 percent of bundled
books were not available without
the extra materials, another contention that AAP disagrees with.
"The majority if not all of the
price of supplemental materials
that are in bundles go into the
price of the new textbook,"
Hildebrand said. "The objective
[of initiatives like Quinn's] is to
enable students to buy used
books, which publishers receive
zero of the revenue from."
Therein lies the problem when
an issue like this goes to law·
makers. Publishers site precedents that encourage this is pick·
ing on publishers, a potential
violation of the Constitution.
While this initiative is not far
enough off the ground to come
to this point, Winick is skeptical.
"Publishers take a biased
approach to begin wit h," Winick
said.
Winick pointed out that
Illinois has the fifth-most col·
leges and universities in the
co untry, and he would "be surprised if [publishers] gave up on
them." Hildebrand said that pro·
fessors are fixing the problem
themselves, increasingly ordering cheaper editions or e·books
instead of traditional books.
Green proves that there are
professors out there who are
looking at the needs of the students from a totally different
perspective.
"[Textbooks] inundate you
with infonnation that you won't
remember anyway," Green said.
"The deluge of information I
give you in lectures is quite
enough."

A,lIow u ~ to make a ca~e for used textbooks. ' lll(:y offer you Ihe h iShl ight ed :lIld
underlHle~ wls.do.m (a.ssummg Ihey a'H~a, lI y ~ :med duo: class) of those who've come befo re.

From pithy Inslg.hts to racy doodles, It s a little add ed value fo r yOUT educal ion doll:lI.
I-lerc's ano.tl.lcr u~efu l til~ t? help you save a 1;1~le in school: Fur C/)(rkiflK frolll
~ashmg.lOn. Mutual . I h<:r.e s no mlllJlnUIn balance reqUIred 10 avoid a lIlom h ly servi ce ch arge and
Its (ree to sign up for a Visa· C heck Ca rd . PillS there's free online bill pay avaiiahle:1I W:II11U.co m .
.

'.
LS

!><I~""' '''

Along. wi th the book.~ of 3 Dean'.\ - I.j.~ t e r, Fru Clurking from Wl:'> hinl;101l Mutual
all you re3J1y need 10 skim through. school in style. For IlIOTe informati on. visit yo ur local
Wa5hington MUIU31 hnandal Cent er or call I-HOO·788 · 7000 .

H)Je ln.""d

FREE CHECKING WITH NO MONTHLY FEE
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BALANCE

wamu.oom

II'I'II.
IiiiiiI Washington Mutual
Christy Coco, manager at Books in the City, 545 S. State St.,
rings up a book purchase for Sapana Kabaria's, a freshman at
DePaul University, on Sept. 6. The store is an alternative to
co llege bookstores for neighborhood students .
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Join the
Columbia College Chicago
drive for victims of
Hurricane Katrina
Donate new school supplies,
toiletries, and books appropriate
for students in middle school
and college.
Look for collection boxes
this week in the lobbies of all
Columbia buildings. Items will
be packed in book bags and
distributed to those in need.
Sponsored by
The Early Childhood Education Program,
The Interactive Arts and Media Department,
The Office of the Provost, and
The Columbia Chronicle.
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Closure of Rain Dog Cafe
creates space for local artist
C hange comes again
to Michigan Avenue's
historic Fine Arts
Building Arts Building
By James Ewert
As sistant City Beat Editor

If anyone is wonde ring wha t
happened to the Rain Dog Cafe,
fo rmall y located at 404 S.
Michigan Ave .• join the club.
What happened to the. local cafe

and used bookstore. fa nnerl y
housed in the historic C hicago Fine
Arts Building . is even a mystery to
the owner of the build ing.
Without much nOlice. Rain Dog
Cafc and tJ1C cafc's owner, Rick
Vokoun. up and left . leaving behind
not only a valuable store front localion bUI a trail of questions that the
owner of lhe Fine Arts Building,
Bo b Be rger, was unable to answer.
" I have no knowledge-I 'm just
as surprised as everyone else is. We
are digg ing into it," Berger said.

Local artist Marc Rubin stands in fronl of his artwork during Ihe
remodeling of the former home of Rain Dog Cafe.
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Berger has owned the historic
building since April, when he outbid the Fine Arts Building
Foundation, with a bid of about
$ IOA mi llion in cash.
The ex clusive s torefront that
Rain Dog Cafe mysteriously left
behind has quickly become the
possible place for a new
cafe/gall ery. Local artis t M arc
Rubin, who had previously owned
a gallery at 433 W. Briar Place, said
he plans to tum the fonner home o f
Rain Dog into a three-story cafe
and art gallery, which will showcase Chicago art, as well as Rubin 's
own . Rubin works in many areas of
art, including pointillism and what
he calls "pop cubism ."
Even though plans look to be
complete, differences in Berger 's
and Rubin 's stories are yet to be
resolved. Since their s tatements
about the current status of the space
don't comp letely add up, the fate of
404 S. Michigan remains to be
fmalized.
Rubin said the cafe and gallery
will serve as a possible meeting
place for schools, clubs and organizations and would have an extensive menu of sandwiches. coffees
and teas. It wou ld also provide an
extremely accommodating atmosphere to hear mUSIc and see theater.
.. 11 ' 11 be a place where you can
come and quietl y enjoy fin e art in a
museum atmosphere," Rubin said.
'" want to bring in as many people
as poSSible. J want it to be full y

s.

Located inside Ihe historic Fine Arts Building. Ihe storefront at

404 S. Michigan Ave .• remains empty after Rain Dog Cafe
abruptly moved oul. Plans are in the works 10 lurn the valuable
space inlo a gallery and cafe.
integrated and available for everyone, from students to tourists to
businessmen."
The first fl oor will remain a cafe
while the rows o f books that once
lined walls will be replaced by
works o f art focusing on Chicago.
Also on the first floor will be a
space to have new installations regularly circulated. Rubin said the
circulating space will always be
fill ed with something. "big and
exciting" . Rubin hopes to have
local musician') and actors perfonn
on the first fl oor as well . The sec-

ond fl oor will house large digital
computer prints by Rubin. and on
the third fl oor, in a museum like
setting. will be a place for displaying Rubin's o rig inal paintings,
sculptures, drawings and montages.
Rubin had originally planned to
open the gallery Sept. 12, but complications with the owner o f Rain
Dog set back the plans.
" It will prohably o pen j ust before
Halloween. J want, like, crazy students there to give input and help
set up a perfo nnance schedule for
the holiday season," Rubin said

Wabash

BACK TO SCHOOL

SALE

The Best Student
35mm SLR Camera
At The Best Price

Vivitar V3800N w/50mm 1/1.1 lens.
built-in light meter, case, strap,
battery & instruction manual.
Our WOW Price: $129 .95
8 OZ. Clnned Air with noulo ...... $6.00

@

2112 oz. Clnned Air whh nollia 52.75
Ilford Fiber
Enlarging Paper
8.10.25 sheets
Double Weight
Glossy or Mall

$1N6ow~1::

!I.!J.

~~uPo ..... $5.50

I t OYII Portfolio s:
• 416 ...................... S3 .00
• 5. 7 ...................... S3 .00

·,lItO .................... S4.95
·,I.~xll ................. S4.95
Kodak Tri·X
135·36 Black
& White Film

Now:
$3.49

Stainless Steel Developing:

• 2 Reel Tank ......... ........... ...... $11 .95
• Regular 35mm Reels ...... $5.00 ea •
• H.wes 35mm Reels ...•.•. $13.95 ••.

Plastic Developing Tank with
2 - 35mm Reels ....................... $15.00

ea.

$9 00

B?solor
Binder·
25 sheets. 35mm
Nogative
Pagos:
•
7 Rows,S Across
1 Gallon Brown Storago
Botti With Cap ..... $2.75

$ 3 85

C .C .C . Kit
• 1 - 2 Reel Tank
• 2 - Hewes Reels
• 1 - Package or 25
sheets Negative
PlgeS - 35mm

WOW
Price:
$41~

Contral Clmlra Comp.ny Stocks
pson "Olglt'l" P'plrs .nd MANY
Olh rs. Llrgt t Invl ntory • N Iresl
YOIII' School " The "LOWEST" Prictsl
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City stands by law
banning hand-held
cellular devices
But study finds
distraction still
prevalent with use of
hands-free device
By James Ewert
Assista nt City Beat Editor
Since Jul y 8 Chicago police
officers have been issuing tickets
to motorists using hand-held cel lular phones. In the first six
weeks of enforcement, 841 tickets were issued, according to
David Bayless, a spokesperson
Chicago
Police
for
the
Department.
Chicago's ban went into effect
just days before Gov. Rod
Blagojevich signed a law banning
all ce ll phone use by drivers
under the age of 18. Chicago and
the District of Columbia are the
only major cities- and New York
the only state-to declare an outright ban on the use of hand-held
cell phones by drivers.
However, Chicago joins some
40 countries that currently ban
hand-held phone use whi le driving. With more people worldwide
talking on cell phones than ever
and more research claiming an
increased risk of crash and injury
due to cell phone usage, the issue
will seemingly get bigger.
To address the risk cell phones
posed to drivers using them , a
study was released July 12, by the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, an independent and educational organization committed

Theater:
Lights out in
South Loop
"The theater is closed,"
Gonclick yelled though the money
tray because the speaker was broken. "There are no more movies
here."
The two women said they had
just looked up show times an hour
earlier online through Metromix,
then walked away disappointed.
"Well, I guess I got some phone
calls to make then," Gonclick said.

to reducing the deaths and damages attributed to vehicle crashes.
The study suggests that the distraction from cell phone conversations alone increases the ri sk of
crashing, regardless of whether
the conve rsation is through a
headset or a phone in the drivers
hand.
"Drivers using phones are four
times as likely to get into crashes
serious enough to injure themselves," the study stated.
The report goes on to claim
that, "banning hand-held phone
Eric DavisfThe Chronicle
use won't necessarily enhance
safety if drivers simply switch to Motorists driving in Chicago have been forced to use hands-free devices or risk a $50 to $200
hands-free phones. Injury crash ticket. Chicago police have begun enforcing the law against using hand-held cell phones since it
risk didn't differ from one type of went into effect this summer. Police have issued an average of 21 tickets per day.
reported phone use to the other."
legally drunk.
The law banning handse ts, car, whether it be combing your
Ian Savage, professor of eco" In a few years ' time people which was proposed and pushed hair or talking on your phone, it
nomics and transportation at will begin to regard this whole through by Alde rman Burt increases dramaticall y the perNorthwestern University, sa id cell phones in cars business with Natarus of the 42nd Ward, pun- centage of traffic related accithat the debate about the effects the same degree of concern that ishes offenders with a $50 ticket dents."
of cell phone use while driving is we had 30 years ago regarding for using handsets while driving,
Although the bill to ban handnot just isolated in Chicago; it is drunk driving." Savage said.
and the fine quadruples to $200 if held devices looks to cut down on
The Insurance Institute's study the violation comes at the time of the number of motorists driving
gaining attention from various
international scholars.
was conducted in Australia, an accident. The exceptions to the with one hand, it may not help to
"In the last five years many where the use of hand-held rule allow for drivers to use hand- cut down the risk of crash or
academic studies from all over phones while driving is already sets while parked or to dial emer- injury due to talking on cell
the world have focused on the prohibited, because U.S. phone gency numbers. Handsets can phones. It may take some time for
cell phone issue," Savage said. companies were unwilling to also be used by on-duty law Chicago to find out whether the
"The discussion has been some- make available customer billing enforcement and emergency per- ban on handsets is a success in
what morphed together with other records, even with the drivers' sonnel.
bettering driving habits or reducdistractions in the car, such as pennission. The increased risk
Luis Dieppa, chief of staff for ing car accidents.
"It's hard to say when we will
playing with your GPS or the was estimated by comparing Alderman Rey Colon of the
radio, making distracted driving phone use 10 minutes before an Northwest side's 35th Ward, said see results from this ; it's not
the big issue."
actual crash with use by the same the ban on handselS will increase something that will take six
Savage said that the most dri ve r the previous week. safety and reduce accidents.
months to work," Bayless said.
recent research published on the Participants in the study were
Colon "voted for the bill pre- "Reducing accidents is part of a
topic has compared, in tenns of drivers treated in emergency cisely for that reason," Dieppa co llecti ve enforcement of traffic
attention, someone talking on a rooms for injuries suffered in said. " When you get involved in violations, the cell phone violacell phone to someone who is crashes.
ex tra curricular activities in your tion being just one of them ."
" I've still got a lot of work ahead
of me."
The space at the two story,
30,OOO-square foot theater is currently in the pennit process with
the city of Chicago for construction of an additional floor, bringing
the total space up 45,000 square
feet, Karp said.
"The plans we have call for just
an interior rehab," Karp said. "And
we are hoping for tendency during
the first quarter of 2006."
With the residential explosion and
the vast number of college students
also caUing the South Loop their
home, Karp said the area is ready for
more of a medical presence.

"It 's a great location for the
offices," Karp said. "There are
about nine major hospitals within a
few miles of the area, the CTA and
access to every major highway
within five blocks."
Leslie Gryce Sturino, president
of South Loop Neighbors, an
organization dedicated to improving the quality of li fe in the South
Loop, said she welcomes the idea
of the new offices but said it's too
bad the theater has to go.
" I ' m surprised that, being downtown, especially with the abundance of students around, that the
theater cou ldn't make a go out of
it," Sturino said. "It's unfortunate."

Agreeing that new offices wi ll
generate jobs, Sturino said she
hopes foot traffic will increase
though the area as well.
" If you define retail by the volume of traffic generated and getting people into the neighborhood,
then the medical offices will not be
the highest choice," Sturino sa id.
" But it does put employees into the
area, and that's great for the South
Loop."
Karp said he empathizes with
the community members who arc
concerned with the closure of the
theater.
"Theaters are a changing business," said Karp. "It's hard to keep

On a Serious Note

On the Lighter Side

Woman spit on while walking down street
A 35-year-old man was arrested at 3:40 p.m. on Aug.
30 at 700 S. State. St., after he spit into a 24-year-old
woman 's face. An offic er observed the crime, chased
down and cornered the offender. The offend er said he
didn't know the victim and spit in her face because, he
said, ''I'm a racist. " He was charged with simpl e battery.

Yeah , S15 a car-thai's the price at all my lots
On Aug. 30 at 9: II p.m. , officers were flagged down at
the Central Parking facility, 651 S. State St. The victim , a
54-year-old man, told the officers that a 23-year-old man
had impersonated a parking attendant in the lot, and that he
had seen the offender taking money from other patrons. The
offender was then spotted minutes later at a different lot
doing the same thi ng, and was subsequently taken into custody and charged with impersonation.
Couple pose as air at CTA turnstile
At 4 p.m. on Sept. I at 22 E. Roosevelt Road ., offi cers
conducting a routine platfonn surveillance of a Green Line
CTA station witnessed a 27-year-old female slip in and
press behind a paying eTA customer at the turnstile. Then,
officers witnessed a 48-year-old male commit the same act
right after the female before him. Both were arrested and
charged with decept ive practice on the platform near the
police station.

-Compiled by Chronicle staff through information
provided by the Chicago Police Department.

up with renovat ions and improvements with real estate that doesn't
always fun ction well with ils
space."
Sturin said that up until 20 years
ago, developers were building huge
theaters, and by the time the
Burnham Plaza opened, that trend
was on a downward spiral. During
the late 19805 theaters were sizing
down again.
" What goes around comes
around," Sturino said. "Now were
building these huge mega-theaters."
Gonclick said either way he doesn't like the idea.
" It sucks , I like this place," he
said.

"'*"

ImpersonatIon

. . . Deceptive Practice

•

SIlT~1e Battery
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Josh COYJrrubiJsfThe Chronide

Man returns to street, kayak and computer stolen
A 21-year-old man was unl oad ing his vehicle at 1300
S. Wabash Ave., on Sept. 3 at 9:30 p.m. and placed his
items on the ground behind hi s car. He left the area for
two minutes, and upon returning found that the items
were missing. The victim checked the area but couldn' t
find the items. He told police that cameras in the alley
where he was unloading could ha ve captured the acl. He
added that among the items stolen were a Dell computer
and kayaking equipment, valued at more than $5,500.

CIIyB
Scooter sales soar
•
•
as gas prices
rise
At nearly 90 miles
per gallon, scooters
prove to be a cheaper
alternative to vehicles
By Alan J. Baker
City Bea t Ed itor

For Dean Christofano the business is the sign of good times. a
move in the right direction . As a
sales manager at Scooterworks
USA. he and his staff can hardly
kccp up with the demand as morc
consumers arc rolli ng into the
scooter market.
Record fuel prices are putt ing a
burden on drivers. leaving many to
opt for cheaper. alternative means
of lranspon alion. Business AI
ScoOlcrworks USA. loca ted a l
54 10 N. Darnell Ave" has
remained strong all summer with a
considerable pickup within the past
week alone.
··From Sept. I through Sept. 7
we have doubled our sa les from
thi s time last year.
said
Christofano. 39. who has been with
the compan y for SC\ en years.
"Right now the biggest rcason I ~
the gas prices. of course,"
Christofano said that because of
the increase in sa les, the company
is requcsting a 48·hour IUrn around
period once people decide to pu rchase cenain mode ls so packaging
can be removed and add itional
parts can be assembled.

Scooterworks USA sells three
new models: Stella, Kymco and
TN'G. The Stella and TN ' G models average 90 miles per gallon and
Kymco models can get 70 to I()()
mpg depending on speeds.
Vintage Vespas, models before
1985,
are
also
so ld
Scooterworks.
"The max I spend by riding to
work is a linle over S6 a week,"
Christofano said. "It's so much
cheaper than driving."
Chri stofano s..1 id people arc start·
ing to rea li ze the savings.
According to the Motorcycle
Industry Council, a nonprofit association preserving motorcycling in
America, close to I million people
purchased scooters in 2004. up
nearly 50 percent from 2000.
"The sa les arc definitely coming
from the gas situat ion:' said Dan
Kay, manager for Vespa Chicago.
" I could easily say we have doubled our sa les since a ycar ago."
For motor vehicles that are
fewe r than 50 cubic centimeters.
such as 1110rx-ds or electric scooters. there is no srx'Cial c lassifica·
lion for drivers. Scooters ranging
from 50 to 150 CC \ require a
C l as~ Ldmcrs l iccn ~c III Illinois as
well as Slate registrat ion and insur·
ance. Any vehicle larger than 150
CC'~ is considercd a mOlorcycle.
In an eOort to ~1ve 1110rc mone)
for living expen~c~. Tracey
Gustave recently purchased a USt-d
197M Garelli Surer Spon l1lop<.'<l

Lt. Governor
pushes for
cheaper college
textbooks
Initiative aims for
sales tax exemption
on books in Illinois

Michael Jare ckifThe Chronicle

Jon Flood , internet sales associate at Scooterworks USA, prepares to leave work on his vi ntage scooter. Sales in the first
week of September at Scooterworks are already double what
they were the same time last year.
00' the Inlemct after a few of her
fricnd:-. told her they were cheap
and C<l3Y to gCI around on.
"With the mOfX!d, it 's thc sn mc
thin g as a bikc. so you don't m.·cd
insurance:' Gustave said. " I don'l
plan on !<.pcnding anymore than
SID II wcek on gas."
Previously Gustavc was driving
about 250 mih..-s a week belween

school and work . With her new
mopt.."'d she cstimates she will get
90 mpg. mlher than the 40 mpg she
now averages with her Honda
Accord.
The market of potential buyers
has ofX!ncd up wi lhin the past few
ycars as we ll. becom ing much
See Scooter, Page 20

Curtain closes for last
cinema in South Loop
Spacc to be converted
into medical offices
by spring 2005
By Alan J. Baker
City Seat Editor

Allcr Mike Gunclick lo;uled 711('
Y,'ur-( lid Virgin inlo thc projcclOr lit Ihc Burnham Illa.lll Thcuh.:r
un SCpl . (I. he sat hm;k and
willchcd thc lilln liS hI! always lUd.
Tlml day hc was alonc, IHl wl!ver;
th c thcaler had cl l)sc.:d the da y
belin'c, liu' guod.
The Ii g hl ~ wenl 0111 lUi I.nhol"
I ) IIY II I Ihe li ve -scree n thcate r.
Itlcil letl III S26 S. Wuhush AVI..·.. in
1111 elli)"1 Ihe lund lord s say will
re~lructtlre the lile ilit y IIIllI Cilil vert
Ihe property iUlu Illcdiell l IItld prot cs~ itlna l olliccs.
ItllrtlllUllI 11 111.111. whi ch WIIS
ope lied III Ihc Sillllh I.tlOP hy
( 'lI1cp lex OdClI1I III PIS 7, W\I' 111
the hulltl .. tit' II lIlIly dillcrellt 11 11 111Ilj.(CIIICllI l·lIl l1j1I1111CS 1llI'lluj.(hllulthe
yClll 'i IIl1tt ~ IIl Cl' Im 'i 11111 hcc l! IIhl e
III cOlllpele Willi Illudei II Ih clil crs.
I·uud 11 111'1 1111 Kill!'. Olle til' Ihe prill'Cit 11I11II1I).tl'l'i II lId II I'C'\ IIIl' IIII1t'lhc
South I lIlIp

-In

nlll Burnh urn PI"/8 Clnorno , loculod 01 626 S. WU lllltl lll1vu .,
r.lw(,d for yood on MOllduy, Sop!. 5 allur docllrtlnu 80lu8 lind
rJul lJnowlinH proporty wndltlofl u OtJvo lopo ra pla n 10 OXPUfltJ
Itll' prfJp'Jrly Into v mlJcJlcll1 Cl IfH. .IJ IJUllcJinu

" It was mutUAll y agreed upon:'
Karp sa id. "The industry's consolidation hus been tough ror the theater."
Employecs at BumluUll Pltlzu
wcre told cnrlicr this slim Iller that
Ihc Iheater was to closc Labor Ony
weekcnd. At thul timc. lIccording
to Goncl il'k, the the~lIl!r employcd
j usl over 20 IlC\)ple, und Illany of
them len belllrl' Ihc end uf sumlIll'r.
"On Aug. U . till' genclll i I1ll1l1 agel' jusl quit . so I wus put in
I.: hllrgc," Gone lic k suil!. "Sincl' Ilml
limc I huvc hCl'n worki ng douhlcs
Iryi ng In kecp thi s phll'l' open tiS
long us I c\)\ald with the li vc
clI1plnyel's I hud l!.l n."
Iklilrc tllking lime Itl I'dux Illl'
the IIHwil!. (illll . . lkk wus in the
licket hllllth IlIlIking II new sign
inli.1I'IlIing e UShHlll'l"S Ihl'Y WCl'l'
dllSl'd lill" gtlliti. ' \ \ \10 middk-ligetl
WtllHCIl wll iked up, thelllmlk n stcp
hll\: ~ 11 ~ 'kili g l'11I11\lscd hl'lhl'c P"Icccding to the windllw,
(itlllclkk j1lli ntl'd h\ U l'il'l'ihblcll.
white shee! lit' pupel' IlIpcd hI the
WilHil lw thc night bl\ l ~ ll'l' tlml I\'ml.
"I list IIl1wie UWI'. su CIUI1Y'"
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One side says it's $600. The
other maintains it's more like
S900. The bottom line: Students
are paying outrageous amounts
of money for college textbooks
eac h semester. And people are
starting to notice.
As st ud ents in Illinois
returned to colleges and universities thi s September, Lt. Gov.
Pat Quinn began touring campuses to rai se awareness aboul a
new initiative addressing what
he calls "price gouging" on textbooks.
Quinn 's
" Co ll ege
Textbook Initiative 2005" mainly concentrates on making available books without supplemental materials, such as CD rom s:
requiring free copies; and lobbying the state legislature for a
sa les tax exemption 011 college
books.
"Students have had litlle say
in the books their professors are
assigning. and this OPEC-like ".;
industry has re sponded with
exp lo itive practices," Quinn
sa id in hi s first description of
the initiative.
Much oflhe initiative is based
on requirements of publishers.
Howe ver, Quinn's plan to
endorse a sa les tax exemption is
more ambitious, because it
wou ld cost the state about S 15
million annually to pass such
leg is lation . Quinn is planning to
bring these suggesti ons to the
Illinois General Assembly in its
next session, which begins in
January, accordi ng to Ben
Winick, [I spokesperson for the
governor 's oflicc.
"[The proposed sa les tax
cxemption] would only affect
the state's portion o f sa les tax,
which is 5 percent. not the
rest- uhout 2 percent- that usually goC's 10 Illunicipulitics and
ot h l~ r
locu l
go vC'roment,"
Wini ck cxp luined .
The propos ul is based on
resl::llrc h from the Government
Al'cuu nt ubility Omt'l' And the
Puhlic
Intl::rl's t
RC' seurch
elmu p's
Hi gher Education
Projl'et. The GAO report was
n:qul'sled on 1\ f~'dcml level. and
olhl'r SIl\Il's huvc ~spondcd to
tilt,: cluillls in it ns w~'II . The
report found Ihut th l.! cost of
tl'x tb(loks tim! slIl'Plks when
ell il'ullltl.!l1 us n pacc llHlge of
tuiliull is dilli.'n:nt IlCl'Mdil1g to
th e tYI'e ~lf studl' llt null school ,
hut sti ll l'ollnw!' \'C'rtoin trends:
illrl'l..'uscs of 72 1'~' I'l.· l'llt nt two..
)'l'ur "lIhli ' instituthll1s, .. fl pc~
~~' l\I l\1 l'oUr--YCllf ins tilutimlS Ilnd
N jll' t'Ce llt III I",ur-Y\'\II· pl'hluttl
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